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President res1gns
Shea announces resignation at meeting of Board of Trustees
restgnauon was that "some members of the unversity community
john Carroll Unh•ersity Presi- did not share his umetable for
change and that trreconct!abledtfdent Rev. john J Shea, S.). an
nounced that he will resign in May, ferences had developed," The
af ter two and a half yea rs a t that "President's Stare mem" a lsosrared
1hatsomejCU adm in tstrators had
posi ti on.
joseph D. Sullivan '53, chair- complatned to members of the
man of JCU's Board of Trustees. executive com mmcc. "As a result
informed the university commu- 1 have been asked lO step <tside,
nit y of this announceme nt despite the lack of any evidence of
throughamemorandum Sullivan any substa nttvcchargesand with wrote that he was ve ry sorry to out the cou rtesy of a heanng "
Sulltv:~n refrrred rcportl.'rs t<'
report the news. and accepted
\,incen t Chiartt<:CI to sp<:<lk on
Shea's restgnation with regret
An unstgned copy of the behalf of the executive romnut
tee. However, Clnarucu d1d not
"Prestdent'sStatemcnt"of res1gna
tion to the Board was obtained by return numcrousc.tlls to both his
1he Carroll News "Therefore as offKc ;md home on Wednesday
rh• l \C.. l ~' \nHn, '' t.hH C..:\'\\
~o""~c{:lfl:'?';,~~~-J~~-.........r"'
.t "'r~a
rhf." •
lfN '' r ~ tl
comment rrf•rred .til questions to
]. Ce ra ld Shcc han,d llt'Ctor of pu hht .1ffans
Spc.lklllgon bch.tlf olthc Lilli

Ed Klein
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verstty. :-,11cehan satd he had no
idea of wh.tt the "trreconcilable
thfferences" between Shea and the
university communtty may have
he en.
Frcdcnck Trav1s, provost and
,\c,tdemlc vice president, WD
Hookw,lltcr, vtcc pres1dt,>nt and
.lSSISt<t 111 It' l he prcstdcm,a nd Rev
Rtchard P '-.alrnt, S.j., vice prest
dent lot Sttidl' nt affa1r,;, each de
cltncd COmll\CIII
J)onald ( ',1psk1, spcua l assts
unt tot he prcsidem,could not he
1c.te hcd for co mment
Czap~l.;i
~. ud 111 the On. 24. 1996 C.uml'
News,"1\.ly go.tl is to serve the presi dent ,1nd nuke ~urc he has clo~c

see SHEA, page 3
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"President's statement"

Student Union inaugurates new officers
Erin O'Donnell

An anonymous source provided the Carroll News with
thisstatemcntgi ven by Rev.joh nj.Shea,S],tothc]ohn Canol I
University Board ojTn1stees, Tuesday evening.
President's Sta tement
March 8, 1998
In place of the usual president's report I have this brief
statement. Copies of which are available as you leave today.
These past two years have been persona ll y very happy
and fulfil ling. l had great amb itions a nd as pirations fo r
john Carrol l U ni versity. T he visio n fo r John Carroll was
cha ll e ng ing. With yo ur e nco uragement I have moved aggressively to a tta in o ur commo n goals. I think we have
made great p rogress in s uc h a short time. Unfortuna tely, it
has become ev ident 1hat not all in the Un iversity community shared either my enthusiasm or my timetable for change
a nd the means to effect it. Consequently, irreconcible differences in approac h have developed. It is d ifficult to sew a
new patch on an old w ine skin. Ev ident ly, wi tho ut my
knowledge, some administrators have complained to members of the executive co mmmee. As a resul t 1 have been
asked to ste p aside, despite the lack of evidence of any
substantive charges and without the courtesy of a hea ring.
1strong! y disagree wtth th is solution and the manner in
whtch it was executed, parttculary the lack of any semblance of due process I believe the university will suffer
from such an abrupt change, nonetheless I am also fully
cognizant that as President 1serve at the pleasure of the full
board of trustees who elected me acco rding to statures.
Therefore as demanded by Mr. Uoseph] Sullivan (chairman
of the boa rd of trustees, '53] speaking for the executive
committee,! submit my restgnauon to you. the full board of
trustees, effec tive the end of this academic year.
At this time 1 w ish to t hank t he board of t rustees for
giving me this opportun ity and I especta lly wish to thank
the trustees who have supported me. Thank you and God
Bless!
"And the w ise man from the east returned by another
route."

The Carroll News

Under new exec utiveguida nee,
the john Carroll Student Union
inaugurated a new term of leadership Wednesday night.
Outgoing officers made part ing remarks about the past year
before inauguratmg the new executive boa rd.
The ceremon y bega n wi th a n
invocation deli vered by Rev. Richard P. Salim, Sj., vice p resident
of stude nt affairs, in the abse nce
of Rev. j oh nJ . Shea, Sj., preside n t.
jeff Becherer, out-going director of inte rna l affai rs, followed
Salmi's invoca tion wi th open ing
rema rks about the Student Union

this past year and the presentat ion of Student Umon lnrernal Organization of the Year, Student
Union External Organ ization of
the Year and Student Union Person of the Year.
The Internal Orgamzation of
rhe Year is presented ann ually to
any Stud e nr Unio n com m ittee
w hic h demonstrates exceptiona l
service to t he jo hn Carroll communi ty, This yea r's awa rd went to
Project Gold , c ha ired by All1son
Wi nte rs.
T he Externa l Organizati on of
the Yea r award went to the joh n
Carroll Band. T h is award is presented to one chartered organization each year that be nefits the

university positively.
Annu.dly, the ~tudenr Un1on
c hooses one person rrom the en .
tire untverslty, as the Student
Union Person of the Year. This
year's award went to Sophomore,
Chns Kerr for h1s outstanding
wo rk o n nu merous commirrees
and as a ~tudent Unton Senator
The presentation of awards was
followed by final remarks from the
1997-98executiveofflcers All the
execu ti ve offtcers stressed one
overall theme: commum ty.
Accordt ng to Becherer, the
Beato aclmi nistrauon was focused
oncommuntty and buildinga bet-

s ee SU, page 3

Kevin Filiatraut gives his inaugural speech while the 1998-1999 Student Union executive board
looks on. (I tor) Julie Schwing, Kevin Comer, Tom Cassidy, Mike Murray and Meghan Rogers.
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News Briefs

Mitch Weiss ·

Thursday lv1ar.l:9,l998will be Raasm·Awareness Day ~!john _
Carroll Umversity A town hall meeting w1ll be held in the
lv1 urphy Room at 8:00p.m. featuring skits, student witnesses and
anopend1scussion Movieswlll be shown in thecafeteriaatlunch
and dinner.

Grauel Fellowships awarded
Thirteen faculty members received Grauel Fellowships fort he
1998·1999 academ1c year Faculty members receivmg Graue[
fellowships include, Matthew Berg, Robert Bloom, Francesco
Cesareo, Paul Challen, Patrick Chen, Miles Coburn, jeanne
Colleran, Marilynn Colhns, Klaus Fmsch,john Guidabald1,lisa
Hall, James lissemore and joan Nut h. The Grauel Fellowships
provide funds [or continuing faculty research.

Student Union approves spending bills
At the Mar. 10 Student Union meeting the Student Union
Senate approved a bill presented by the finance Committee to
allocate $6000 to fund an arranged affirmalive action debate on
campus. The Stude.m Umon has already raised money to partially fund this cvenr which will take place on Aprill ; in Kulas
Auditorium. The debate will be between Ms. Linda Chavez a nd
Mr. Cl~n~nce paige:
.
., . . . . .
.
The Studem Union Senate ·also approved a bill to sponsor ihe
Student Union Inauguration Dinner. The Senate approved the
bi II to spend $2500 on the dmner to celebrate the inauguration of
the 1998-1999 sc hool year execurive board o[ the Stud em Union.

Euchre Tournament
There will be a Euchre Tournament on Friday Mar. 20 at 5:00
p.m. in the Wolf-n-Pot. Interested players can sign up on the
Student U nion door, and should bring their own cards. Winners
will receive cash prizes including, $100 for first prize, $60 for
second pnze and $40 for t lmd prize.

11y Fnday Mar.JJ to the S.A . conference room at 8.00 p.m. The
vent 1n sponsored by tudem Activities and all are welcome to
auend.
1

Powe~ surges in Murphy Hall
Sund ay and Mo nday afternoon, var ious residence rooms on
the firs! f!oor west of Mur phy Hall experienced power surges of
up to 2.70 vohs of <;Iec triwy going,thrqugh 159 volt outlets. The
power su rges blew out surge protectors A student said, "The •
computer. coffee maker, stereo and alarm clock were useless. The
computer has been fixed, but 1wlll be meeting w ith Pat Weyers of
residence life to discuss the damages to everythi ng else.'
At lcasr five rooms, incl uding suite rooms in Mur phy Hall
expenenced the power surges.

News briefs were com pi lrd by news edi cor, Clare Taft

Staff Reporter
Be prepared to see a few new
laces in the classroom thiscomi ng
fall The departments of History,
Engl1sh, Management, Marketing,
and Logistics; and Chemistry are
currently in the process of selecting new professors to fill tenure
track positions.
The process for selection is
long. Advemsemems are usually
put out in june the year before the
positions are to be filled. Ads are
placed in both national teaching
publ1cationsand journals pertaining to the specific discipline.
Frederick Travis, provost and
academ1c vice-president,said,"We
like to cast a wide net over the
country in order to find the best
possible candidates."
The process is broken down
into four steps. First, the department chairs put a request in to the
provost's office to hire new facu lty
mem hers. New positions open
usually when a faculty member
leaves the university or retires.
Second, the initial screeni ng
process is performed through the
departments. Department heads
travel to conventions, us ually during the Christmas break, to interview possible candidates.

Thecand1datesare usual1 y narrowed down to three possible individuals. They are then brought
to ca.mpus and given interviews
by department chairpersons, fac·
ulty,and Travis. Theirdayon campus also mel udes a presentation
before a class pertaining to their
discipline within the department
they a re apply1ng to.
The third step involves the de·
parrmentsrecommendation tothe
provost's office on the best possible candidate. Department
heads usua II y make the selection
based on thequalityof their teach ing skills, and the ability to en·
gage students in the classroom.
The final step in th e process
involves Travis making an offer to
the professor. The first offer is ver·
bal. and the terms are flexible. If
the candidate accepts the verbal
offer, he or she is welcomed on
campus at hisorherconven ience
to sign the contract.
Currently, three individuals
have been h ired.
The departm e nt of English has
offered a position to Debb ie
Rosenthal, Ph.D., to teach classes
in American Literature.
Rosenthal recieved her doctor·
atefrom Princeton Uni versi ty; and
specializes in comparative nine-

teenth century American and
latin American literature. Currentlyshe is teaching part· nme at
both Case Western Reserve and
Kent State Univeristies.
Susan Mudambi will be join·
ing the department of Management, Marketing. and Logistics.
She is expecting to complete her
doctorate from University of
Warwick Business School, "Branding m Industr ia l Markets," later
this year.
Anne Kugler, Ph.D, has been
hired in the department of His·
tory. Kugler, attended the University of Michigan, has had papers
published bytheStanford University Press, and will teach classes
that involve 18th and 19th cen·
tury European history .
james Krukones, cha ir of the
his tory depart men t,looks forward
to th e arrival of Kugler. "She has
an excellent ability to actually
engage students in a one to one
conversa tion ," he said."She can be
both livelyandseriousin the classroom en vironment."
Kugler wi ll be filling the position left by the retirement of Ma ry
Howard, a 35year member of john
Carroll University. Both Krukones
and Travis are sad dened to see
Howard leave.

St. Patrick's Day Parade marches on
Steve Beaudry

good tim e." Marty Fox, a nother junior sa id, "I

St8f1' Reporter

alwa
odown,it' a!IChoolholid .· .-~riioiiL.
is mistaken, classes wd I be in session on Tuesday.
W hen asked which pans of the parade are usu ·
ally most enjoyable, students ca me up w ith a va·
riety of opinions. Opinions range from the march·
ing Irish union workers to the beautiful Irish wolf
hounds.
junior Pat Campbell wi ll be marching in the
parade for his 15th consecutive year. He plays the
fife with the West Side lr ish-Amencan Club.
"Marching in the parade brings me closer to my
culture," Campbell said. "I have a lot of close
friends who are involved wi t h lt. It is a beauti ful
day. We all go to churc h in the morning a nd then
go to t he parade."
The fraternity of Iota Ch i Upsilon is sponsor·
ingJohn Ca rroll's parade float the year. In the past
years the ir floats have been recognized as awa rd·
w inners b y parade offic ials.

Sr.Patrick'sDay is upon us again. March l7, the
one day when everyone is Irish regardless of their
nationality. With St. Patr ick's Day comes the parade. Junior Steve Spenthoff summed ll up, "One
thing that is synonymous w ith St. Patrick's Day is
the parade. A celebration of the Irish heritage."
This Tuesday the St. Patr ick's Day parade starts
atl:l2 p.m. The parade ro ute begins downtown
heading weston Euclid Avenue. At Public Square
it curls around the BP building, continuing east
down Superior Avenue. Parade crowds are norma lly smaller when St. Patrick's Day falls on a
weekday, as opposed to the weekend. However,
parade officials still estimate Tuesday's crowd to
number in the tens of tho usands.
Many Joh n Carroll students plan on attendi ng
the parade this year. junior Ryan Matthews recalled, "It's cold down there, but I always have a

Stud en ts & St aff of J ohn Ca rro ll l' nive rsi t~
Qualify for Paging Discounts From

Formally USA Mobile

ONLY $19!
Collection in Residence Halls
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Collection in On-Campus Departments
Every Thursday Afternoon in March (2 ·4:30pm) j~

~h:trge ,

are only S9

PLEASE DONATE GENEROUSLY!
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p~r

moor h. Some rtstrictio ns moy app ly. Or her pack.:J:bi models availoble.
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t really didn't know him.··
Tom Harkness, director of
alumm relauons,sa id,"lf the stu·
dents are apathetic [towards the
announcement[, that speaks volumes"
According to Darrell Horwath,
president of the faculty forum,
1here was "no fncuon bet ween Fr.
Shea and the faculty forum, be·
cause there weren't any dealings
with the president"
Marianne Lutjen, presidem of
the staff service committee, said,
"Fr Shea d 1d n't get to know too
many-certain ly not the staff."
Shea agreed to remain in his
posiuon through the conclusiOn
of the academic year.
"The Board will begin r he pro·
cess of searching [or a successor,"
Sheehan said.
AccordingtoSullivan's memo·
randum, the search "will take
ume. WewillbeginJmmediately"
The memorandum co ntin ues to
sta te that the presidential search
committee w ill engage a "wide
consul tation," in t heir search.
"The Board is committed to main-

taming the Jesun and Catholic
cha racter ... of john Carro.ll,"
Sul 11 van wrote.
He stressed three qua hues be·
mg sought 1n the next president.
courage, commitment to the mts·
sion of jCU, and a "charismatic
presence."
The last time that the Board
searched for a president, the search
wasrapid,Sheehansa1d. He added
that normally the search fora new
president takes almost a year
The presidential search com·
mitteeconcludcd their last search
on Aug. 3, 1995, after five months.
Following the death of Rev.
Michael Lavelle,SJ, in Aprill995,
Travis served the umversnyasact·
ing president until january 1996.
Accordmg to the ba tc orgamza rion of the university dministration as outlined 111 the John
Carroll Fact Book, 1997-1998, the
provost will aetas president in the
president's absence.
Using the input of The jesun
Conference, a consulringfirm con·
s isting of thirty-ni ne ranki ng
Am erica n jesuns, the committee
went about its task to replace
Lavelle.

HOWLAT1HEMOON ATJCU
SENIOR HAPPY HOUR
Friday, March 13
from6-8pm
in the Wolf and Pot

\

fifty·five jesuns were nom1·
nated, and five were granted interviews.
Shea, who previously served as
vice president for student affai rs
at Fordham Umversny, was one of
the f1ve
When Shea was inaugurated
111 ept 1996, he outlined his
Jgenda for JCU, staung that he
wanted to 1ncrease the endow·
ment for f1nancJal a1d, and to
spreadJCU's reputation to the east
coast
Accordmg to Rev. james Joyce,
Sj., acung provincial of the New
York Provmce of 1he Society of
jesus, Shea w1ll return to the New
York Provmce at the end of aca·
demic year
She<~ has been offered a "mini·
sabbatical" to hve as a member of
theje uitcommumtyat Fordham
Univers ity "Whatever dates he
dectdes on,'' Joyce said.
"'And the wise man from the
east returned by another route .~
the "prestdent's statement" con·
eludes, paraphra ing the Bible.

Tom O'Konowilz, edJtor-inchief, and Clare Taft, news ed1tor,
contributed to this article.

Wanted:

in Cleveland Heights ja il for
public intox icatio n , misrep re·
senta t io n a nd diso rde rl y

co nduct.
Is it UJortb it?
p;.~id ad~·trti.Smtnt

t..;;~~~.;~~iiiiiliiiiiiiiil

•
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&

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

For STUDENTS OF ANY MAJOR interested in a position in the following areas:
Human Service, Museums, Healthcare, Arts, Environment, Historical
Societies, and Federal, State, and Local government.
PROFESSIONAL A1TIRE- BRING RESUMES.

F01 more 1nfo., 01 to volunteer, meelmgs are Thursdays a1 7:45p.m. outs1de th9 Stuoont Un1011 Office, or call Melame aJ397·5423

'
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l

\ J ·u Students to spend time \

Sponsored by "JUI-FM and mE CARROU NEWS

Collection through Off-Campus Community
Every Sunday Afternoon in March (1 - 5 pm)
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ter John Carroll community
this past year.
Former Executive Treasurer.
seniorChi p Ranaletta agreed with
Bechere r's remarks and encour·
aged the incomingadministration
to "pick ur where they [1997-98
officers[ left off." However, he
added, the new executive officers
should ask, "how can we do it bet·
ter?"
former Student Union Presi·
dent Chris Beato's last remarks
highlighted h1s admimstration's
contributions to the john Carroll
community Suc h as the recently
passed Student Activities fee
w hich ensures more money to
chartered orga nizations.
Beato also praised h is
admi n istra tion's ded ication and
goal of getting more st ude nts in·
volved in the Student Unio n.
As fo r the fut ure of the Student
Union Beato said, "The year is too
short to let anything pass you by.
Stay focused on your goals"
With Beato's last remarks in
mmd, 1997-98Chiefj usrice Kevi n
Filiat raut swore in the nex t chief

ju rice, Kevin Comer.
In turn, Comer swore m the rest
of the 1998·99 Student un1on executive officers: Vice Pres1dent,
Meghan Rogers;Secretary,Michael
Murray; Treasurer, Tom Cass1dy
and D1rector of Internal Affairs,
Julle Schwmg
Former President Beato swore
in Kevin Filiatraut as the 1998·99
Student Union President
filliautraut's inaugural address
wasfullof promises both new and
old for the future of the john Car·
roll community and the Student
Union .
The Filliatraut administration
promises to concentrate on fair
d1stributionof student activity fee
money, quamity and quali ty of
mem be rs hip at weekly studem
union meetings, the involvement
of mo re students in st udent union
com mittees, new committees to
deal with money dis tribution
from thestudenractivitiesfee,and
increased organ izational mvolvement in the House of Representatives.
The 1998-99executivecom m it ·
tee also plans on dealing w ith the
rece nt inc rease in hate speech and
vandal ism on campus.

OvER 50 EMPLOYERS CoMING TO MEET You!

PAGER! PAGER!

cb:.q~e

continued from page 1

English, History, Marketing and Logistics and Chemistry look
to fill tenure track positions

Racism Awareness Day

Co nnection

SU:

New faces headed for John Carroll
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News Briefs
._

Racism Awareness Day

Thursday Mar l9,l998wil1 be RaCism-Awareness Day tJ:tjohn
Carroll Untversity. A town hall meeting will be held in the
Murphy Room at 8:00p.m. featUring skits, student witnesses and
anopend1scuss•on. Mov1esw11l be shown 111 thecafcrenaat lunch
and dmner.

Grauel Fellowships awarded
Thirteen faculty members received Grauel Fellowshipsforthe
1998-1999 academic year. Faculty members receiving Grauel
Fellowships include, Matthew Berg, Robert Bloom, Francesco
Ccsareo, Paul Challen, Patnck Chen, Miles- Coburn, Jeanne
Colleran. Marilynn Collins, Klaus Fritsch,John Guidabaldi, Lisa
Hall, James Lissemore and joan Nut h. The Grauel Fellowships
prov1de funds for con tinumg faculty research.

Student Union approves spending bills
At the Mar 10 Srudenr Union meeting the Student Union
Senate approved a bHl presented by the Fmance Commi ttee to
allocate $6000 to fund an arranged affirmative acrion debate on
campus. The Stude_nt Union has already raised money to partially fund this event which w!ll take place o n Aprill, in Ku.l~s
A uditori.um. The debate will be between Ms. Linda Chavez and
Mr. Cl~n~nce ~a ige:
. .
• __ . . .
_
The Stud em Union Senate also approved a bill to sponsor ihe
Student Union Inauguration Dinner. The Senate approved the
bi II to spend $2500on the dinner to celebrate the inauguration of
the 1998-1999 school year execUiive board of the Student Union.

Euchre Tournament
There will be a Euchre Tournament on Friday Mar. 20 at 5:00
p.m . in the Wolf-n-Pot. Interested players can sign up on the
Student Union door, and should bring their own cards. Winners
will receive cash prizes including, $l00 for first prize, $60 for
.second prize and $40 forth ird prize.
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Mitch Weiss ·
Stall Reporter
Be prepared to see a few new
IJcesin the classroom this coming
fall The departments of History,
Enghsh, Management, Marketmg,
and Logistics; and Chem1stry are
currently in the process of selecting new professors to fill tenure
track positions.
The process for selection is
long. Advertisements are usually
put out in june the year before the
positions are to be filled. Ads are
placed in both national teaching
publ1cationsand journals pertaining to the specific discipline.
Frederick Travis, provost and
academic vice-president,said, "We
like to cast a wide net over the
country in order to find the best
possible candidates."
The process is broken down
into four steps. First, the department chairs put a request in to the
provost's office to hire new faculty
members. New positions open
usually when a fac ulty member
leaves the university or retires.
Second, the initial screening
process is performed through the
departments. Department heads
travel to conventions, usually during the Christmas break, to interview possible ca ndid ates.

The candidates are usually narrowed down to three possible individuals. They are then brought
to campus and given interviews
by department chairpersons, fa culty, and Travis. Their day on campus also includes a presentation
before a class pertaining w rhe tr
discipline within the department
they are applying to.
The third step involves the deparunentsrecommendation to the
provost's off tce on the best possible candidate. Department
heads usually make the se lection
based on the quality of their teaching skills, and the ability ro engage students in the classroom.
The final step in the process
involves Travis mak ing an offer to
the professor. The first offer i.s verbal,and the terms are fl exible. If
the candidate accepts the verbal
offer, he or she is welcomed on
campus at his or her convenience
to sign the contract.
Currently, three individuals
have been hired .
Thedepanmentof English has
offered a position tO Debbi e
Rosenthal , Ph.D., to teach classes
in American Literature.
Rosenthal recieved her doctorate from Princewn Unive rsity,and
specializes in comparative nine-

Powe~ surges in Murphy Hall
Sunday and Monday afternoon, various residence rooms on
the hrs! f!oor west of Murphy Hall experienced power surges of
up to 270 voi\S of t:;lecrrici_ty going_through I 59 volt outle~. The
power surges blew out surge prOtectors A student saia, "The computer, coffee maker, stereo and alarm clock were useless. The
compute r has been fixed, but I will be meeting with Pat Weyers of
residence life to discuss the damages to everything else.'
At least five rooms, mcluding suite rooms in Murphy Ha ll
experienced the power surges.

News briefs were compiled by news editor, Clare Taft

teenth century American and
latin American literature. Current! y she is teaching part-time at
both Case Western Reserve and
Kent State Univeristies.
Susan Mudambi will be JOining the department of Management, Marketing, and Logtstics.
She is expecnng w complete her
doctorate from University of
Warwick Business School, "Branding in lndustnal Markets," later
this year.
Anne Kugler, Ph.D, has been
hired in the department of History. Kugler, attended the University of Michigan, has had papers
published by the Stanford University Press, and will teach classes
that involve 18th and 19th century European history .
j ames Krukones, chair of the
his tory department, looks forward
to the arrival of Kugler. "She has
an excellent ability to actually
engage students in a one to one
conversation," he said. "She can be
both livelyandserious in the classroom environment."
Kugler will be filling the position left by the retirementofMary
Howard,a 35 yea r member of John
Carroll University Both Krukones
and Travis are saddened to see
Howard leave.

St. Patrick's Day Parade marches on
good time" Marty Fox, another junior said, "I

Staff Reporter

to theS.AC.<.:onferencc room at 8:00p.m. The
event m sponsored by Student Activities and all are welcome to
attend.

St. Patrick's Day is upon us agam. March 17, the
one day when everyone is Irish regard less of their
nationality. With St. Patrick's Day comes the parade. junior Steve Spent hoff summed it up, "One
thing that is synonymous with St. Patrick's Day is
the parade. A celebration of the Irish heritage"
This Tuesday the St. Patrick 's Day parade starts
at l:J 2 p.m. The parade route begins downtown
heading weston Euclid Avenue. At Public Square
it curls around the BP buildmg, continuing east
down Superior Avenue. Parade crowds are normally smaller when St. Patrick's Day falls on a
weekday, as opposed to the weekend. However,
parade officials still estimate Tuesday's crowd to
number in the tens of thousands.
Man y john Carroll students plan on attending
the parade this year. Junior Ryan Matthews recalled, "It 's cold down there, but I always have a

always o down, it's a school. h.olid .• ·M"4¥rNK
ts mistaken, classes will be insesswn on Tuesday.
When asked which parts of the parade are usually most enjoyable, students came up with a varietyof opinions. Opinions range from the marching lrish union workers to the beautifullrish wolf
hounds.
junior Pat Campbell wil l be marching in the
parade for his 15th co nsecut ive year He plays the
fife with the West Side lrish-Amencan Club.
"Marching in th e parade brings me closer to my
culture," Campbell said. "I have a lot of close
friend s who are involved with it. lt is a beautiful
day. We all go to church in the morning and then
go to the parade."
The fraternity of Iota Chi Upsilon is sponsoring]ohn Carroll's parade float the year. ln the past
years their floats have been recogni zed as awardwinners by parade officials.

tudents & taff of John Carrolll:niversity
Qualify for Paging Discounts From

justice, Kevin Comer
In wrn,Comerswore 111 the rest
of the 1998-99 Student union executive offtcers· Vice President,
Meg han Rogers; Secretary. Michael
Murray; Treasurer, Tom Cass1dy
and Director of Internal Affairs,
julie Schwtng.
former President Beato swore
in Kevin Filiatraut as the 1998-99
Student Union President.
Filliautraut's inaugural address
wasfullof promises both new and
old for the futu re of the john Carroll community and the St udent
Union.
The Filliatraut administration
promises to concentrate on fair
distribution of student activity fee
money, quantity and quality of
membership at weekly student
union meetings, the involvement
of more students in student union
commirtees, new committees to
deal with money distr ibution
from the student activities fe e, and
increased organ izational involvement in the House of Representatives.
The l998-99executivecommit te~ also plans on dealing with the
recent increase in hate speech and
vandalism on campus.

SHEA
continued from page 1
t really didn't know him"
Tom Harkness, durctor of
alumn1 relauons,said,·']f the students are apathetic [towards the
announcement], that spe<~ks volumes."
According to Darrell Horwath,
pres idem of the facul!y forum,
there was "no friction between Fr.
Shea and the faculty forum, because there weren't any dealings
with the president."
Marianne Lutjen, president of
the staff service commmee, said,
"Fr. Shea didn't get to know too
many - certainly not the staff."
Shea agreed to remain in his
posinon through the conclusiOn
of the academic year.
"The Board will beg1 n the process of searching for a successor:
Sheehan said.
AccordingtoSullivan's memorandum, the search "will take
time. We will begin immediately."
The memorandum continues to
state that the presidential search
committee will engage a "wide
consultation," in their search.
"The Board is committed to main-

H

Harvest for
Hunger

Formally USA .Hobile

ONLY $19!

Collection in Residence Halls
Every Wednesday Night in March (8- 10 pm)
Collection in On-Campus Departments
Every Thursday Afternoon in March (2 - 4:30 pm) J~

Friday, March 13
from6-8pm
in the Wolf and Pot

PLEASE DONATE GENEROUSLY!
Food and monetary donations accepted.

'

or 10 volunteer, meet1ngs are Thursdays at 7:45p.m oulstde tne Student Umon Office, or call Melanre at 397·5423

\

Fil ty-five jesuits were nominated, and five were granted Jntervtews
Shea, who previously served as
vice presi<knt for student affairs
at Fordham Universny, was one of
the f1ve.
When Shea was maugurated
in Sept. 1996, he outlined his
agenda for JCU, statmg that he
wanted w increase the endowment for fmanc1al atd, and to
preadjCU'sreputanon to the east
coas t.
According to Rev.Jamesjoyce,
S.J, a tmg provmctal of the New
York Prov1nce of the Soc1ety of
jesus, Shea will return to the New
York Provmce at the end of academtcyear
Shea has been offered a "mmisabbancal" to ltve as a member of
thejesultcommumtyat Fordham
University "Whatever dates he
dectdes on,'' joyce said.
"'And the wise man from the
east returned by another route,ffl
the "president's statement" concludes, paraphrasing the B1ble.

Tom O'Konowitz, editor-• nchi ef, and Clare Taft, news ed1t01;
contributed to thIS article

Wanted:
JCU Student:. to spend time
in Lcvcl:md Heights jail for
public intoxication, misrepresentation and disorderly
conduct.

Is it 1t1ortb it?

Sponsored by "JCU-FM and 1HE CARROll NEWS
t..;;;;;:::;;;;;;~*~~~jiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

Careers for Social Responsibtltly

50 EMPLOYERS CoMING TO MEET You!
&

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Monday March 23, 1998
7:00pm to 9:00pm, Recplex Intramural Gym
For STUDENTS OF ANY MAJOR interested in a position in the following areas:
Human Service, Museums, Healthcare, Arts, Environment, Historical
Societies, and Federal, State, and Local government.

PROFESSIONAL AITIRE- BRING RESUMES

Collection through Off-Campus Community
Every Sunday Afternoon in March (1 -5 pm)

CALL Jason Roberts at
216-850-ARCH (2724) or 216-46~-7311
TWO MONTHS AIRTIME FREE!!

taining the jesuit and Catholic
character ... of john Carroll:
ullivan wrote
He stressed three qualities bemg sought in the next president.
courage,commnmenr tO the mission of JCU, and a "chansmatic
presence."
The last time that the Board
searched fora president, thesearch
wasrapid,Sheehansa1d. He added
that normally the search fora new
pres1dem takes almost a year
The presidential search committee concluded their last search
on Aug. 3,1995, aftedtve months.
Following the death of Rev.
Michael Lavellc,SJ, tn April1995,
Travis served the universityasacting president until January 1996
According to the basic organizauon of the university admmistrauon as outh ned in the John
Carroll Fact Book, 1997-1998, the
provost will act as pres1dent in the
president's absence.
Using th e input of The Jesuit
Conference, a consulting firm consisting of thirty-nine ranking
American jcsuns, the commiuee
went about its task to replace
Lavelle.

HOWLATl;HEMOON ATJCU
SENIOR HAPPY HOUR

INTERNSHIP, VOLUNTEER, PROFESSIONAL

le

Connection cb.ar~e required. )footb l~ access l:h:uge~ are only S9 p~r
moorh . Somt rtsrricrioos m•y apply. Other packogt,. models ovailoble.
Cash. Cbtck. Vlu or :'>tC accopttd.

ter John Carroll-community
this past year
Former Executive Treasurer,
seniorCh1p Ranalena agreed wnh
Becherer's remarks and encouraged the incommgadministration
to "pick up where they [1997-98
officers] left off." However, he
added, the new executive officers
shou ld ask, "how can we do it betterr
Former Student Union President Chris Beato's last remarks
highlighted his admintstration's
contributions to the john Carroll
commu nity. Such as the recently
passed Stud ent Activities fee
which ensures more money to
chartered organizations.
Beato also praised his
administration's dedication and
goal of gerting more students involved in the Student Union.
As fo rt he future of the Student
Unio n Beato said, "The year is too
short to let anything pass you by.
Stay focused on your goals."
Wtth Beato's last remarks in
mind,l997 -98Chiefjustice Kevin
Filiatraut swore 111 the next chief

OvER
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continued from page 1

English, History, Marketing and Logistics and Chemistry look
to fill tenure track positions

Steve Beaudry
II)' Frrday Mar. 13
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Molly Toussant
Staff Reporter
For most John Carroll University stUdents, remembering when papers are due,
when midterms and exams will be given,
and deciding which major to pick is hard
enough. Try adding varsity basketball,Jrish
Club, a few campus tours every week, volunteering at University Hospital, at least
three hours of dance practice every day and
deciding whether or not to tour with The
Lord oft he Dance this summer.
For junior Pa t Campbe.ll, an Irish step
dancer, this is life.
The youngestsonof Irish-born and IrishAmerican parents, Ca mpbell began dancing in 1981, when hewasonly five years old.
"My mom and a couple of her lady friends ,
otherlr ish mothers, though it would be mce
to bring their kids to some Irish step dancing lessons," he said.
What exactly is Irish step dancing? According to Campbell , it is a combination of
tap dancing and ballet. Step dancing is
more commonly learned asachildand continued throughout adulthood . For
Campbell, competing is his favorite part of
dancing. "I continued to dance because l
was winning a lot and it was nice to come
home with a trophy," he said.
Until recently, young Irish step dancers
could only hope of competing through their
late teens and early twenties. Campbell's
siste r, now 26, dan ced competitively until
the ageofl8and his brother, now 27,stopped
competing at the age of 20.
Many former competitors, including
Campbell's brother and sister, continue to

dance at weddings,
traveling to
festivals and paEnnice, Irerades.
land, over Easln the past two
ter break to
years, however,
compete. His
Irish step dancing
training is difhas gained recoglie
ficult.
nition through the
makes an ef growing popularfort to practice
ity of the touri ng
hisdancingC r
shows Riverdance:
at least three
TheShow and The
hours everyLord oft he Dance.
day.
Because of the
This workpublic's positive reout regiment
action to these two
was especially
shows,
young
difficult to
dancers,
like
maintain durCamp bell, are able
ing basket ba 11
to pla n on dancing
season.
longer than dancOne may
ers before them.
r ecognize
Campbell has
Campbell as a
claimed a number
point guard for
of achievements in
Carroll's varthe past few years.
sity basketball
John Carroll junior Pat Campbell juggles the
In I 996, he took
t e a m .
eclectic life of a student. basketball player,
first place at the
Campbell
,
volunteer and Irish step dancer.
Senior Men's Midwho played for
west Championtwo years in
ship competition and third place at the Se- high school before focusing on dancing,
nior Men's North American Championships decided to go out for the basketball team
in Boston , Mass. In 1997, Campbell took this year.
seventh place in the world at the Oireachtas
"l am really glad I did [go out for the
Rince Na Cruinne in Galway, Ireland.
team],' Campbell said. "They're a great
Campbell is currently training for the group of guys, but it was very tiring I
1998 Oireachtas Rince Na Cruinne Senior would practice like four hours a day with
Men 's Championship. Campbell will be basketball and then an addi ti onal three
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Violence a reality in Northern Ireland

Radar contact lost with Air Force One
Air traffic controllers reponed they briefly lost sight of Air
Force One on their radar screens Tue.sda y mormng. While rad io
conrrol was never lost w1 th the president's plane,approx1 mate! y
20 seconds passed before radar contact was reestablished.
Pres1dcnt Clinton was on his was to Connecncut when the
incident occurred. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
began investigating a new radar umt, wh1ch has caused similar
problems m the past.

Court ovetturns mayoral election results
joeCarolla was reinstated as mayor of Miami after a Florida court
of appealsruledoo Uotf raud had robbed him of hisrightfulposition.
The case revolved around the use oE absentee ballots, some of
which, according to the judge, were sent in by people no longer
living. Xavier Suarez was stripped of his victory, and he reported
he would
a federallawsuit to overturn the decision underthe
U.S. Voting Rights Act Suarez, according to the courts, was not
aware of the ballot fraud.

me

Crew found at fault in cable car tragedy
Deienseofficials released a report ThlliSda yfaultingthe U.S. Marine
Corp. crew in the 1talian cable car tragedy. The report cited pllot
error and recommended disciplinary action be taken against the
four crew members. Thefighter plane was found to be flying too
low when it sli~ the cable holding a car full of tourists Twenty
people were killed in the accident. While Italian officials have
requested.jUTiscilcrionover the case, it isdou btfu I the crew members
would ever face sentencing in Italy.

White House responds to Times anicle
The New York Times reponed that president Clinton's top lawyer
and
·
began talks on whether or nor the president will
the
jury in relation to the White House sex

Katie M.. Goetz
Staff Reporter
While millions of America ns
may think of Irela nd as they consume green beer and watch parades celeb rau ng Ireland's nationa l holiday, I t iS unlikely many
wi ll consider th e con tinuing violence in Northern lrela nd.

News Analysis
In 1921, after a five-year mili tary ca mpaign by lnsh citizens
seeking independence from English rule, Ireland was divided into
the independent Republic of Ireland and the English-ruled Northern Ireland.
While the six counties which
constitute Northern Ireland were
selected for their high population
of Protestants wishing to remain
loyal to England (loyalists), the
state is nonetheless home w about
600,000 Catholic unionists, who
favor Irish rule of the north.
Violence has become a reality
betweenCatholicsand Protestants
in Northern Ireland since the 1921
partition, with terrorist acts usually committed byeitherthe Irish
Republic Army (IRA) or the Loyal,i.st Volunteer Force.
Visitors to Northern Ireland's
~pita! city of Belfast can wander
" ..:ouple of miles outside of the
city's center and find themsel ves
surrounded by armored vehicles,
vastcem eteriesand buildings covered with political murals.
The Protestant and Catholic
neighborhoods in BelCast are divided by a fence, which restricts
vehicles passing from one neigh-

A loyalist mural in Belfast expresses anti-peace talk sentiments.
ern Ireland since late December
The splinter group, which is
due to violence. .
suspected for recent city center
Sinn Fein, the political wing of ex plosions, fears that the current
the IRA , was given an 18 day ban peace talks will only strengthen
from multi-party peace.
England's current rule, according
The ban, which expired last to Reuters.
Monday, was imposed last month
The current peace talks unafter the British and Irish govern- doubtedly encompass a complex
ments blamed the IRA for two corn bination of beliefs which are
murders, according to Reuters.
deeply ingrained in the history of
Citing that the 18-day expul- both groups.
The Iri sh government does
sionof was unjust, Sinn Fein leader
Gerry Adams was scheduled to seem willing to compromise by
meet with British Prime Minister changinganiclesin the Irish ConTony Blair yesterday to discuss smution which claim its right to
Sinn Fein'sreturn to the peace pro- the entire; island of Ireland,according to Ireland Today.
cess, according to news sources.
While negotiations continue,
However, Ulster Unionist Party
violence persists. Two more lives leader David Trimble maintains
were lost last week in Northern unionist resistance toanychanges
Ireland when two gunmen show- to the law which brought Northered their local pub wi th bullets. eru Ireland into ex istence , reTwo Protestant extremists have ported Ireland Today.
been charged with the murders,
Members of the peace talks
reported Reuters.
hope to reach a compromise in the
In addition, republican extrem- Northern Ireland conflict by May.

hours dancing.·
Am1d the rush 10 prepare for upcommg
competition , Campbell had a surprise
phone call over break. He was contacted by
people from The Lord of the Dance.
In December, Campbell audit toned for
Riverdancc: The Show and recetveda number one spot on their waiting list.
Meanwhile, scouts from The Lordofthe
Dance had been at theOireachtasRince Na
Cruinne last year and has seen Campbell
dance. Impressed by hisdancmgability, he
was offered a spot in the internationally
accl;nmed sllow for one year.
"It hasn't hit me yet, but I know it will:
Campbell said. "It is just so great be ause
when I was younger 1 had just anticipated
dancing until I went to college, and that
would be it." Hiscommunityof West Park,
cspe ially the sma ll group of lnsh mot hers
who decided to put their child ren into Irish
step dancing lessons a little over 17 years
ago, was as exc1ted as he was.
"It was a raz.y spring break," Campbell
sa1d remembering with a proud smile. "I
kind of wish l'd gone away. People were
overall week. It eemed likethewholewest
side of Cleveland knew within mmut es of
the phone call ."
One might wonder what a person so
caught up in all this excitement IS domg as
a student here at Carroll.
"I want to dance for as long as I can, and
The Lord ofthe Dana seems to be making
that possible," Campbell said. "However,
my ultimatt;dream is to open my own dance
school and my. marketing major will hoperul ly help me do that"

isrsaglaeingbleJDIMi

U.VrldBritfs werecompilt:d by Sara E. Buss, \\-brld N«>sEdi-

ror; with the aid oflnternt:t sources.

OCHASE
All the best reldtionships between busme se and commun itie must grow
and xpand to remain po itive and succ ssful. Chase FinanCial Corporat1on,
a ~ubs1d1ary of the premier banking organization Chase Manhattan Bank,
has evolved 1nto one of the largest financial organization in the U.S. Our
growth- nght hl're 1n Cleveland- ha mad u the preferred choice of tens
of thousands of comumers worldwide and over 900 local employee . We are
currently seeking enthu ia tic, service oriented 1ndiv1duals to provide
customer assistance in a fast-paced environment.

CUSTOMER RElATIONS ASSOCIATES
Part-Time
We are oil ring renewed career opportunity cand1dates or college students
a chance to earn extra income w1th a flexible work schedule to meet
your neech, mclud1ng lull- or part- time Saturday hour<;. Qualified candidate
will b(' articulate, patient, pol1te, and inqui itive with excellent
communication skills, both verbal and written. In addition, cand1date should
enjoy problem.solving and taking ownership in order to provide quality
>eNice to our cuMomers throughout the United States. The abi11ty to
demonstr.Jte proficiency in a POWindows enwonment is requ~red. Previous
call center xperience is a plus, in add1t1on to 1he ilbi lity to work
mdependently and as part of a team. Job Code CRGPT-COLAD.

COllECI10NS REPRESENTATIVES
The qualified c.md1datt> should po~se s collec110n experi ence m an
automated c,1ll center nvironmcnt and the ability to undcNand/~olve
problems Some banking experience IS a plus. Exc Ilent communication kills
are a mu t, as well as the ability to work in a fast-paced enwonmenl.
Collect1ons expenence in home equity and manufactured hou~ing is dewed,
but not necessary. Job Code ACG-COLAD.
We offer an extensive trainmg program, compet111ve wages, and a plea ant
workmg environment.
Please send a resume indicating po1it1on code on the corre pondence
to · CHASE FINANCIAl CORPORATIO , Human Resources, 250 W. Huron
Rd., Cleveland, OH 44113; Fax (216) 479·2567. The pcmtlon code mu11 be
md1cated on all envelope
cor~~idera!IOn.

EOE, t.VFIDN.

and correspondt>nce for employmenr

Each neig hborhood is distinguished by th e colors on its murals and sidewalks- the Catholic
side uses green, orange and whi te,
while the Protestant neighborhood uses blue, red and white.
Although a supposed cease-fire
has been in place since lastjuly,l5
people have been killed in North-

bombat tack which was launched
on a Northern Ireland police station last Tuesday, according to
news sources.
While Adams maintains Sinn
Fein's commitment to the ceasefire, Continuity !RA,an IRA splinter group bitter! y opposed to the
current peace talks, has surfaced.

and negotiation s, on Iy one fac tor

remains constant, and that is the
unrelenting violence.
While Clevelanders march toward the Flats next Tuesday in
ce~bration of St. Patrick's Day, the
potential for violence and the fragility of the peace talks remain a
re<~lity in Northern Ireland.

McDougal dies of heart attack in prison
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter
James McDougal, who was invalved with the financial dealings
in Whitewater, died March 8 in a
Texas hospital.
McDougal, who was serving a
three year sentence for fraud, died
of a heart attack at 12:01 p.m.
Both ABC and NBC affiliates in
Washington D.C reported that
McDougal died while in solitary
confinement. U.S. Bureau of Prisons officials were not able to be
reached to confirm the reports,
accordingtoReutersNewsService.
An autopsy was performed
Monday by the Tarrant County,
Texas medical examiner and confirmed that McDougal did die of a

heart attack, a Reuters article said.
McDougal, suffering from a
long-term heartcondition,and his
nowex-wife,Susan, were partners
with the President and Hillary
Clinton in the Arkansas real estatedeal la ter termed Whitewater.
Convictedon18countsof fraud
and conspiracy, McDougal cooperated with Kenneth Starr to receive a reduced jail sentence, the
Los Angeles Timesreported. Starr
is not commenting on how
McDougal's death will affect his
investigation of Presiden tClin ton.
Accordingtoa Washington Post
article, McDougal cooperated with
Starr and divulged information
implicating the presidem in the
procurement of an illegal govern-

- = = - a t 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.

ment -backed loan to Susan
McDougal.
Part of the $300,000 loan was
put into Whitewater and never
repaid . The loan was iss ued by
James McDougal's savings-andloan institution, Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.
The company collapsed in 1989
and cost taxpayers an estimated
$60 mill ion. This collapse
prompted an investigation into
the company's misdeeds, according to the Post article.
Clinton expressed his sympathies in a statement Monday. "l
am saddened to learn about jim
McDougal's death today. I have
good memories of the years we
worked together in Arkansas, and
I extend my .condolences to his
family,' Clinton said.
It is not clear if Susan McDougal
will attend her ex-husband's funeral, according to a Reuters article. Susan McDougal finished her
18 momhjail term for contempt of
court on Monday.
She refused to answer Starr's
questions about President
Clinton'srole in Whitewater. However, she was convicted of fraud
and conspiracy related to the illegal $300,000 loan.
rhe latest allegation s to develop from the original investigation are those related to Monica
Lew~nsky and whether the PresideLJt perjured himself and suborned perjury.

While most of the john Car roll University
student body was sunning itself in tropical locations during spring break, 31 students were
roundin g out the last segment of an intensive
400-level history class in Rom e.
Wh at bega n over a year ago as an idea of
Fra ncescoCesareo,associate professor of history,
finally came to fruition as we landed at Rome's
Leonardoda Vinci Internat ional Airport on Feb.
27. A!though tired and jet-lagged, we were somewhat taken aback by the militaristic guards stationed at the airport, armed with submachine
guns and German shepherds. We donned a nononsense approach through customs and
boarded a train, then taxis, to our hotel.
Our first full day began in big screen, cinematype fashion. We departed the hotel at 7 a.m. and
boarded the number 64 bus to the Vatican City.
When we disembarked and passed through a
group of columns. The surrealism began.
Roaming through the middle of St. Peter's
Square, we experienced the panoramic v1sion of
Bernini'sColonnadecompletewithfountainsand
pigeons fluttering to steer clear of our path. And
as if this scene wasn'tspectacular enough, there,
with the sun rising behind it, was the dome of St.
Peter's Basilica with the mighty Vatica n surround ing it. The Swiss Guards saluted Fr. Joe
Cerne (a student visiting from Slovenia), a custom afforded all clerics, and we were whisked
inside for a private Mass at the tomb of St. Peter's.
The magnificence of the gold-gilded ceiling, the
60-foot mosa ics and Michelangelo's Pieta were
breathtaking. It was one of th e few times the
group would be struck with complete silence.
Although Dr. Cesareo presented a full schedule, we did get two hours free forluncheveryday,
between 1 and 3 p.m., when the city shuts down
for the big meal of the day. We adapted easily to
the long, leisurely lunc h. It began with an antipasto, then a dish of pasta, followed by the main

course of chicken, vegetables and
with the salad served last. This
usuall y amounted to 30,000 Lire
or $15 dollars, which included a
bottle of Chianti. Imagine all this
at a li ttle outdoor cafe in sunny 65
degree weather.
Although fun, the days were
long. After lunch we continued
our walking tours of churches
and historical sights until 7 p.m.
We visited the Catacombs of St.
Calixitus and lunched at Cecilia
Metella'son the Appian Way. We
dim bed the dome of St. Peter's,
for a phenomenal view of the city.
The highlight of the trip was witnessing the
Angelus of Pope john Paul l!. On Sunday, after attending high mass in Latin at St. Peter's, we rushed
onto the square, for what was to be the Pope's last
appearance before his Lenten retreat. When heappeared in a distant window, the crowd exploded in
cheers. He began his address in Italian, and we
wa ited anxiously for his English address. But we
were not prepared for wh at we were about to hear.
"Among those present today," the Pope said. "I
welcome the students and faculty of john Carroll
University from Ohio. May your visit to Rome help
you grow in your understanding and love of the
Church," he said.
Our week ended with the Coliseum, the Forum
and a mass in the room of St. Ignatius. Our final
dinner found us sharing a meal as if we had known
each other all our lives. We did a final walking tour
of the city, stopping at The Scaline in the Piazza
Narvon a and for one last gelato, finally being able to
order an ice cream lik e a native. We did n't want to
leave, and most of us spent the night talking about
our return.
You can have Ft. Lauderdale and Cancun We fell ·
in love with Rome.

Racism
Awareness Day
Thursday
March 19, 1998
Town Hall Meeting featuring:
Reality Bytes skits
Student witnesses
Open discussion
Murphy Room 8 p.m.
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Violence a reality in Northem Ireland
Katie M. Goetz

Radar contact lost with Air Force One
Atr traffic controllers reported they briefly lost sight of Air
Force One on their radar screens Tuesday morning. While radio
control was never lost w11 h the prestdent's plane,approximately
20 seconds passed before radar contact was reestablished.
President Clinton was on his was to Connecticut when the
incident occurred. The U.S Federal Aviation Administration
began investigating a new radar unit, which has caused sun ilar
problems m the past.

Court overturns mayoral election results
Joe Carolla was reinstated as rna yor of Miami after a Florida COW'L
of appeals ruled ballotf raud had robbed him of hisrightf ul position.
The case revolved around the use of absentee ballots, some of
which, according to the judge. were sent in by people no longer
living. Xavier Suarez was stripped of his vi.ctory, and he reported
he would file a federal lawsuit to overturn the decision under the
US. Voting Rights Act Suarez, according to the COW'ts, was not
aware of the ballot fraud.

Crew found at fault in cable car tragedy
Defenseof ficialsreleaseda reportTh ursda yfaultingthe US. Marine
Corp. crew in the lralian cable car tragedy. The report cited pilot
error and recommended disciplinary action be taken against the
four crew members. The fighter plane was found to be flying too
low when it sliced the cable holding a car f ullof tourists. Twenty
people were killed in the accident. While Italian officials have
requested jurisdiction over the case, it isdoubtf ulthecrew members
would ever face sentencing in Italy.

White House responds to Times article
The New York Times reported that president Clinton's top lawyer
and prosecutors began talks on whether or nO( the president will
testif before the
in relation to the White House sex

\\brldBriefs were compiled bySaraE.Buss, %rid News Edi-

tor. with the aid of Internet sources.
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Staff Reporter
While millions of Americans
may think of Ireland as they consume green beer and watch pa rades celebraung lreland's national holiday, It ts unlikely many
will conside r the continuing violence in Northern Ireland.

News Analysis
In 1921, after a f1ve-year military campaign by Irish citizens
seeking independence from Engltsh rule, Ireland was divided into
the independent Republic of Ireland and the English-ruled North ern lreland.
While the six counties which
constitute Northern Ireland were
selected for their high population
of Protestants wishing to remain
loyal to England (loyalists), the
state is nonetheless home to about
600,000 Catholic unionists, who
favor Irish rule of the north.
Violence has become a reality
between Catholics and Protestants
in Northern Ireland since the 1921
partition , with terrorist acts usually committed byeitherthe Irish
Republic Army (IRA) or the Loyal,ist Volunteer Force.
Visitors to Northern Ireland's
gpital city of Belfast can wander
" ..:ouple of miles outside of the
city's center and find themselves
surrounded by armored vehicles,
vast cemeteries and buildingscovered with political murals.
The Protestant and Catholic
neighborhoods in Belfast are divided by a fence, which restricts
vehicles passing from one neigh-

ern Ireland since late December
due to violence.
Sinn Fein, the political wing of
the IRA , was given an 18 day ban
from multi-party peace.
The ban , which expired last
Monday, was imposed last month
after the British and Irish governments blamed the IRA for two
murders, according to Reuters.
Citing that the 18-day expulsionofwasunjust,SinnFeinleader
Gerry Adams was scheduled to
meet with British Prime Minister
Tony Blair yesterday to discuss
Sinn Fein's return to the peace process, according to news sources.
While negotiations continue,
violence persists. Two more lives
were lost last week in Northern
Ireland when two gunmen showered their local pub with bullets.
Two Protestant extremists have
been charged with the murders,
reported Reuters.
In addition,republican ext rem-

The splinter group. which is
suspected for recent city center
explosions, fears that the cur rem
peace talks will only stre ngthen
England's current rule, according
to Reuters.
The current peace talks undoubtedly encompass a complex
combination of beliefs which are
deeply ingrained in the history of
both groups.
The lrish government does
seem willing to compromise by
changingarticlesin the Irish Constttution which claim its right to
theentin;islandof Ireland, according to Ireland Today.
However, Ulster Unionist Party
leader David Trimble maintains
unionist resistance to any changes
to the law which brought Northeru Ireland into existence , re ported Ireland Today.
Members of the peace talks
hope to reach a compromise in the
Northern Ireland conflict by May.

Eac neig
is distinguished by the colors on its murals and sidewalks- the Catholic
side uses green, orange and white,
while the Protestant neighborhocx:l uses blue , red and white.
Although a supposed cease-fire
has been in place since last july, 15
people have been killed in North-

bomb attack which was Ia unched
on a Northern Ireland police station last Tuesday, according to
news sources.
While Adam s maintains Sinn
Fein's commitment to the ceasefire, Continuity IRA ,an IRA splinter group bitterly opposed to the
current peace talks, has surfaced.

and negotiations, only one factor
remains constant, and that is the
unrelenting violence.
While Clevelanders march toward the Flats next Tuesday in
celebration of St. Patrick's Day, the
potential for violence and the fragility of the peace talks remain a
re~lity in Northern Ireland.

McDougal dies of heart attack in prison
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter

All the best relatron,hi ps between businesse and communities must grow
and expand 10 remain positive and successful. Chase financial Corporation,
a subsidrary of th premi r banking organization Chase Manhauan Bank,
has evolved into one of the largest financial organizations in the U.S. Our
growth - rrghl here rn Cleveland-has made us th preferred choice of lens
of thousand<; of consumers worldwide and over 900 local employees. We are
currently eeking enthu iastic, service orient d indrviduals to provide
customer a . i ranee in a fa !-paced environment.

CUSTOMER RElATIONS ASSOCIATES
Part-Time
We are offering renewed career opportunity candidates or college students

a chance t earn extra income with a flexrble work schedule to meet
your need . including full- or part· time Saturday hours. Qualifi d candidates
wrll be Jrticu late, palient, polite, and inqui itive with excellent
wmmunrcatron skrlls, both verbal and wriuen. In addition, candidate hould
enJOY problem-wiving and taking ownership in order to provide quality
servic to our cu tomer throughout the Unit d State . The abrlity to
d monstr,1te proficrency in a P
rndows nvironment is requtred. Previous
call centl!r experience is a plu , rn additron to !he abdrty to work
independently and as port of a team. Job Code CRGPT-COLAO.

COll.ECfiONS REPRESENTATIVES
The qual•fted candrdate should possess colleciions experience rn an
automatt'd call center environment and the ability 10 lrnder;tand/solve
problems Some banking experience 1 a plus. Excell nt communication skills
are a must, as well as th ability to work rn a fast-paced enwonmenl.
Collecuons experience in home equity and manufactured housing is desrred,
but not necessary. Job Code ACG.COLAD.
We offer an ex! nsiv trarnrng program, competrtive wages, and a pleasant
workrng envrronmenl.
Please send a resume indicating po<;ition code on the correspondence
to: CHASE FINANCIAL CORPORATION, Human Resources, 250 W. Huron
Rd., Cle\·eland, OH 44113 <Fa~ (216) 479-256 7. The position code must be
mdtcated on all en•elopes and correspondence ior employment
comtdera/IOn. EOE. M/F(D/V.

CHASE. TilE RIG liT RELATIO SHIP
I EVERYTHING."'

A loyalist mural in Belfast expresses anti-peace talk sentiments.

James McDougal, who was involved with the fi nancialdealings
in Whitewater, died March 8 in a
Texas hospital.
McDougal, who was serving a
three year sente nce for fraud, died
of a heart attack at 12:01 p.m.
BothABCand NBCaffitiatesin
Washington D.C. reported that
McDougal died while in solitary
confinement. U.S. Bureau of Prisons officials were not able to be
reached to confirm the reports,
accordingtoReutersNewsService.
An autopsy was performed
Monday by the Tarrant County,
Texas medical examiner and confirmed that McDougal did die of a

heart attack, a Reutersarticlesaid.
McDougal, suffering from a
long-term heart condition, and his
nowex-wife,Susan, were partners
with the President and Hillary
Clinton in the Arkansas real estatedeallatertermed Whitewater.
Convicted on 18countsof fraud
and conspiracy, McDougal cooperated with Kenneth Starr to receive a reduced jail sentence, the
Los Angeles Times reported . Starr
is not commenting on how
McDougal's death will affect his
investigation of President Clinton.
Accordingtoa Washington Post
article, McDougal cooperated with
Starr and divulged information
implica ting the presidenl in the
proc urement of an illegal govern-

~at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.

ment-backed loan to Susan
McDougaL
Parr of the $300,000 loa n was
put into Whitewater and never
repaid . The loan was issued by
james McDougal's savings-andloan institution, Madison Guaranry Savings and Loan.
The company collapsed in 1989
and cost taxpayers an estimated
$60 million . This collapse
prompted an investigation into
the company's misdeeds, according to the Post article.
Clinton expressed his sympathies in a statement Monday. "I
am saddened to learn about jim
McDougal's death today. I have
good memories of the years we
worked together in Arkansas, and
I extend my .condolences to his
family," Clinton said.
It is notclearifSusan McDougal
will attend her ex-husband's funeral , according to a Reuters article. Susan McDougal finished her
l8monthjail term forcontemptof
co urt on Monday.
She refused to answer Starr's
questions about President
CLinton's role in Whitewater. However, she was convicted of fraud
and conspiracy related to the illegal $300,000 loan.
The latest allegations to develop from the original investigation are those related to Monica
Lewinsky and whether the Presideut perjured himself and suborned perjury.

Molly Toussant
Staff Reporter
For most John Carroll University students, remembering when papers are due,
when midterms and exams will be given,
and deciding which major to pick is hard
enough. Try adding varsity basketball, Irish
Club, a few campus tours every week, volunteering at University Hospital, at least
three hours of dance practice every day and
deciding whether or not to tour with The
Lord of the Dance this summer.
For junior Pat Campbe.ll, an Irish step
dancer, this is life.
Theyoungestsonof Irish-born and IrishAmerican parents, Campbell began dancing in 1981, when he was only five years old
"My mom and a couple of her lady friend s,
other Irish mothers,thoughitwould be nice
to bring their kids to some Irish step dancing lessons," he said.
What exactly is lrish srepdancing? According to Campbell, it is a combination of
tap dancing and ballet. Step dancing is
morecommonly learned asachildandcontinued throughout adul thood. For
Campbell, competing is his favorite pan of
dancing. "I contin ued to dance because l
was winning a lot and it was nice to come
home with a trophy," he said.
Until recently, young Irish step dancers
could only hope of competing through their
late teens and early twenties. Campbell's
sister, now 26, danced competitively until
the age of 18 and his brat her, now 27,stopped
competing at the age of 20.
Many former competitors, includ ing
Campbell's brother and sister, continue to

dance at weddings,
festivals and parades.
In the past two
years, however,
Irish step dancing
has gained recognition through the
growing popularity of the touring
shows Riverdance:
The Show and The

travehng to
En nice, lrela nd, over Easter break to
compete. His
training is difficult.
He
makes an effort to practice
hisdancingfor
at least three
hours everyLord ojrhe Dance.
day.
Because of the
This workpublic's positive reout regiment
action to these two
was especially
shows,
young
difficult w
dancers,
like
maintain durCampbell, are able
ing basketball
to plan on dancing
season.
longer than da ncOne may
ers before them.
recognizl'
Campbell has
Campbell as a
claimed a number
poimguard for
of achievements in
Carroll's varthe past few years.
si ty basketball
Carroll junior Pat Campbell juggles
ln 1996, he took
t e a m
eclectic life of a student. basketball player,
first place at the
Campbell,
volunteer and Irish step dancer.
Senior Men's Midwho played for
west Championtwo years in
ship competition and third place at theSe- high sc hool before focusing on dancing,
nior Men's North American Championships decided to go out for the basketball team
in Boston, Mass. In 1997, Campbell took this year.
sevemh place in the world at theOireachtas
"I am really glad I did [go out for the
Rince Na Cruinne in Galway, Ireland.
team]," Campbell said. "They're a great
Campbell is currently training for the group of guys, but it was very tiring. I
1998 Oireachtas Rince Na Cruinne Senior would practice like fou r hours a day with
Men's Championship. Campbell will be basketball and then an additional three

While most of the John Carroll University
student body was sunn ing itself in tropical locations during spring break, 31 students were
rounding out the last segment of an intensive
400-level history class in Rome.
What began over a year ago as an idea of
FrancescoCesareo,associate professor of htstory,
finally came to fruition as we landed at Rome's
Leona rdoda Vinci International Airport on Feb.
27. A !though ti red and jet- lagged, we were somewhat taken aback by the militaristic guards stationed at the airport, a rmed with submach ine
guns and German shepherds. We donned a nononsense approach through customs and
boarded a train, then taxis, to our hotel.
Ourfirst full day began in bigscreen,ci nematype fashion. We departed the hotel at7 a.m. and
boarded the number 64 bus to the Vatican City.
When we disembarked and passed through a
group of columns. The surrealism began.
Roaming through the middle of St. Peter's
Square, we experienced the panoramic vision of
Bernini'sColonnade complete with fountains and
pigeons fluttering to steer clear of our path. And
as if this scene wasn'tspectacular enough, there,
with the sun rising behind it, was the dome of St.
Peter's Basilica with the mighty Vatican surrounding it. The Swiss Guards saluted Fr. joe
Ce rne (a student visiting from Slovenia), a custom afforded all clerics, and we were whisked
mside for a private Mass at the tomb of St. Peter's.
The magnificence of the gold-gilded ceiling, the
60-foot mosaics and Michelangelo's Pieta were
breathtaking. It was one of the few times the
group would be struck with complete silence.
Although Dr. Cesareo presented a full schedule, we did get two hours free for lunch everyday,
between 1 and 3 p.m., when the city shuts down
for the big meal of the day. We adapted easily to
the long, leisurely lunch. It began with an antipasto, then a dish of pasta, followed by the main

course of chicken, vegetables and
with the salad served last. This
usually amounted to 30,000 Lire
or $15 dollars, which included a
bottle of Chia nti. Imagine all this
at a little outdoor cafe insunny 65
degree weather.
Although fun, the days were
long. After lunch we continued
our walking tours of churches
and historical sights until 7 p.m.
We visited the Catacombs of St.
Calixitus and lunched at Cecilia
Metella's on the Appian Way. We
dim bed the dom e of St. Peter's,
for a phenomenal view of the city.
The highlight of the trip was witnessing the
Angelus of Pope John Paul II. On Sunday, after attending high mass in Latin at St. Peter's, we rushed
onto the square, for what was to be the Pope's last
appearance before his Lenten retreat. When heappeared in a distant window, the crowd exploded in
cheers. He began his address in Italian , and we
waited anxiously for his English address. But we
were. not prepared for what we were about to hear.
"Among those present today," the Pope said. "I
welcome the students and faculty of john Carroll
University from Ohio. May your visit to Rome help
you grow in your understanding and love of the
Church," he said.
Our week ended with the Coliseum, the Forum
and a mass in the room of St. Ignatius. Our final
dinner found us sharing a meal as if we had known
each other all our lives. We did a fina l walking tour
of the city, stopping at The Sea line in the Piazza
Narvona and for one last gelato, finally being able to
order an ice cream like a native. We didn't want to
leave, and most of us spent the night talking about
our return.
You can have Ft. Lauderdale and Cancun. We fell
in love with Rome.

hours dancing."
Amid the rush to prepare for upcoming
competitions. Campbell had a surprise
phone call over break He was contacted by
people£ rom The Lord ofrhe Dance.
In December, Campbell auditioned for
Riverdance: The Show and received anumber one spot on their waiting list.
Meanwhile, scouts from The Lord oft he
Dance had been at theOireachtasRmce Na
Cr umne last year and has seen Campbell
dance. 1m pressed by hisdancingabtltty, he
wa offered a spot in the internationally
acclaimed show for one year.
"It hasn't hit me yet, but I know it will,"
Campbell said. "lr is just so great because
when 1was younger 1had just antic1pated
dancing until! went to college. and that
would be it." Hiscommunityof West Park,
e peciallyrhesmallgroupof lnsh mothers
whodecided to put their hildren mto Ir ish
step dancing lessons a little over 17 years
ago, was as excued as he was.
"It was a crazy spring break," Campbell
satd remembering with a proud smile. "I
kind of wish I'd gone away. People were
over all week. It ecmcd like the whole west
side of Cleveland knew wnhm minutes of
the phone call ."
One might wonder what a person so
caught up in all this excitement is doing as
a swdcm here at Carroll.
"I want to da nee for as long as I can, and
The Lord ofthe Dance seems to be making
that possible," Campbell said. "However,
myultimatedream is to open my own dance
school and my marketing major will hopefully help me do that."

Racism
Awareness Day
Thursday
March 19, 1998
Town Hall Meeting featuring:
Reality Bytes skits
Student witnesses
Open discussion
Murphy Room 8 p.m.
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Beverly Hills 90210
vs.The White House

Leonardo DiCaprio dons an iron mask

by Nick Kovach

There have been some rather s!range occurrences lately at !he
homeofthefirstfamily. lt have realized that in many respects, the
White House-clos:e!y resembles Beverly Hills 90210. But don't take _
my word for it.. take a look at some of the coincidences:

90210

White House

Donna's new guitarMonica's new saxoplayingphone-boyfriend, phone-playing boyfriend,
Ray, beats her up.
Bill,gets beat in a different
way.
Dylan's father anVince Foster announces
nounces his inrentions to his intentions to come
come clean aboul his mis- clean and mysteriously
deeds,and he then myste- kills himself.
riously dies.

Bill's hair hasn't
Brandon's hair hasn't
changed in eight seasons. changed in two terms
·'

.- .

.

Leonardo DiCaprio, Gabriel Byrne, and Edward Atterton star in ''The Man In The Iron Mask."

Supporting character,
Vice President Al Gore
Dylan, is a free-spirited is a free-spirited james
James Dean clone.
Dean clone.

Abby Hoffmann

ther to his son, Raoul. Aramis, a
priest, and Porthos, a womanizer,
For the past three months are the original and once-famous
LeonardoDiCapriohasbeenplas- ThreeMusketeers.
tered across all media as the lovThey have passed the ir prime
New fri¢nd Noah
able jack who falls in love on the · and are now enjoying life.
"""'""""=""""""'..-tffPI't'tt1~'1!r'~l'l"!~mlf-""""'~Wtt""~~~M;·:...I~- .l'a1al. ~Titanic.
D' Artagnan,on theotbu haud,still
Now he is back, along with a worksfonhe kingascaptain of the
financially with a few lion dollars.
stellar cast, playing twice the presentdaymusketeerswhich now
thousand dollars.
man: as Louis XIV and his twin number more than three.
brother Phillipe, in "The Man in
The trouble begins when King
Unattractive Donna
the Iron Mask."
Louis sets his sigh ts on Christine
Unattractive Chelsea
Although DiCaprio delivers a (Judith Godreche), who is engaged
goes off to college with goes off to college with red
captivating
dual performance as to Raoul, Athos's son.
blonde hair and returns hair and returns even less
the cold-hearted Louisand the all
Louis gets rid of Raoul by sendeven less attractive, but attractive, still with red
tookindPhillipe,hedoesnotsteal ing him to a war in which he is
with red hair.
hair.
the show.
killed. He then seduces Christine.
lnstead,theThreeMusketeers,
Raoul's death and the budding
Aramis (Jeremy Irons), A thos hatred for Louis brings the muskeThat5 rnouzh to scare me, how about you? Slick Wi !lie has been
(John Malkovich) and Ponhos teers, who have gone their separate
k110wn to malu oacL~ional guest appearances on television shows,
(Gerard Depardieu), along with ways, back together.
could he be the next beau in Valerie Malone's life? Come to thinkofit,
their captain and teacher
But this time, it is not to protect
in a way she I1Jnd of re embles Moni ca Lt:Winshy... nah.
D'Artagnan(Gabriel Byrne), cap- the King but rather to bring him
turethemajorityoftheaudience's down.
anention .
The reunited musketeers have a
Paris, 1662. Athos, now a fa - secret weapon in the form of
Sta ff Reporter

Phillipe, Louis' twin brother.
Phi llipe, forced to wear an iron
mask, has been in prison for the
past six years. The musketeers
free him, and so begins the action.
Will Phillipe and the muskeuers sawe .the da~ :iQ&.i'll ve to
find out for yourself.
But the story line has many
twists and turns that wilt keep
you interested for the entire two
hours, and Depardieu'sone-liners
wilt keep you laughing.
The
performances
by
Matkovich , Byrnes and A nne
Pavillaud, who plays Louis and
Phillipe'smother,areexceptional.
If you're still not convinced
and you loved "Titanic," go just to
see Leonardo if you must. But go
see it.
It will be money well spent on
a good movie and you'll come to
the realization that Leonardo
DiCaprio is not the only great actor out there.

ake~
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World Wrestling Federation Intercontinental
Champion Rocky Maivia.
fying that pro wrestling never
claimed to be a sport and was always careful to call itself "sports
enterta inment."
A legitimate complaint came
upon wrestling when charges
were brou ht a ainsl McMahon
for allowing, encouraging and
practically forcing his wrestlers
to use anaboli c steroids. Steroid
use was a lways suspected
by the average fan.
At the time of the charges, the
WWFincludedstarssuchas Flair,
Hogan, Randy Savage. Brett Hart,
and The Unc!.ertaker. It was clearly
the superior product . Unsure
about their fUiures as a result of

1
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Classes begin soon in
Beachw~all today. ~

Call 1.800.283.3853 for our
complete Summer 1998
Information/Application
Package

PRINCETON

1·810·1lAP·TfST
www.kaplan.com

'lSAT i& a fe!JSiered trademall< ct the Law S<:hool /ldmlsslon Council.

called Nitro and was broadcast on
the TNT network from varying
venues. W W rode the continuing popularity of former stars
Hogan, Flair and Savage to the top
of the heap once again.

WanT to SPend YOur summer with
friends of all sorts while earniru!
serious SPendlru! cash?
APPUcations accepted on·sire.

Hours are:

your spot!

20680 N. Park Blvd. • University Heights • 321-7272 • www.pizzazzpizza.oom

Featuring lnl·omparahlr Pizza & Pasta. Sl·nsational
Salads .. \JlJH~tiHrs and Italian Sprcialtics.
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Transje1·able C1·edits

to

In the Basement of Pizzazz off Fairmont Circle

the charges, Hogan, Savage and
Flair soon left for the WCW. This
was wrestling's lowest point.
Then a year later, in a bold and
desperate move to shore up its
popularity, t he WWF introduced
new,hvewrestlm• ow nMo
day nights called "Monday Night
RAW"
Theshowwasan hour long and
broadcast from the Man ha tta n
Center in New York City on the
USA network. The ratings were
phenomenal.
Worried about the resurgence
of the WWFthrough RAW,WCW
introduced its own live show on
Monday nights to rival RAW It was

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,
Study Abroad

reserve

Live Blues: Blues Deville
Live Swing: The Swagger Kings

World Wrestling Federation Wrestler
Shawn Michaels.

Compemion between the two
shows became ruthless. After a
few months, they both extended
to a second hour fhen, week af rer
week, the shows dared each other
to go off the <ur fusr. Frequently
both shows would run upwards
of an hour longer than thw a!totted nme slots
Nitro surged ahead when a
group of wrestlers broke off from
the WCW and became the New
World Order(nWo)
With Turner's endless supply
of wealth and now at hird hour of
Nitro, plus a s1 ter how on TBS
called Thunder, wh1ch airs Thursday nights, the WCW IS securely
on to. But, theirdommance could
be short lived bee a use may people
find the WWF moreenrenammg,
due solely in pan to its longer, less
pred1 table matche5
With the tncredible populari ryof professiona I wrest! ing,thcre
is s1mply no way It wtll dtsappcar
any time soon. just like its fellow
forms of entertainment, wrestling
1 here to stay.
Prowrestlingon Monday night
is a reality here a1john Carroll.lt's
loyal following is remarkable, impressive and kind of disturbing.
Next Monday when you need
eventful T.V. programming find
the closc5l Nitro pan y

DU'.QUES~ UNI~ERSIT

Call now

Free pixz.a and wings while they last!

)~

Aaron Baker
Staff Reporter
lt's almost 8:00 on Monday
nigh t and the most popular cable
show on television IS about to hit
the air. But it's not anything that
the typical viewer would expect.
It's professional wrestling, and it's
here to stay, at least for a little
while.
Professiona l wrestl ing,overthe
past year, has reached its second
peak in popularity, in just about
every age group in both Europe
and the United States.
The first peak came when the
World Wrestling Federation,
owned by Vince McMahon, sold
out the Pontiac S1lverdome near
Detroit and broke the all-time indoor a ttenda nee record with
Wrestlemania lil
The match that drew so many
fans was indeed legendar y, if you
ask just about any longtime wrest! ing fan. Pro wrestling most I ikely
h it its high the moment Hulk
Hogan s lamm ed the 500 plus
pound monster, Andre the Giant .
While the WWF had Hogan
and Andre, its rival , World Championship Wrestling (then known
as the Nationa l Wrestling Alliance), owned by Ted Turner, had
their own stars tha t are still on top
of the sport today: Sting and Ric
Flair. Whlie WCW was at that
time much less popular than the
WWF, their day would come.
From that moment on, there
seemed to be a decline in the loyal
fan support for this example of
"s ports entertainment." Much critiquing came with its popularity,
because the matches were fixed
and none of the :wrest ling was actually real.
Loyal fans responded by clari-

~
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Monday Night Warl

Three Musketeers
and a hearthrob
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Art Imitates Life:
Beverly Hills 90210
vs.The White House

The Carroll News, March 13, 1998
The Carroll News, March 13, 1998

Three Musketeers
and a hearthrob
Leonardo DiCaprio dons an iron mask

by Nick Kovach

There have bun some rather strange occurrences lately at the
lwmeofthefirstfamily. It have realized that in mm1y respects, the
White House·closely rese mbles Beverly Hills 90210. But d!m't tahe
my word for it, talle a look at some of the coincidences:
-

90210

White House

Donna's new guitarplaying phone-boyfriend,
Ray. beats her up.

Monica's new saxophone-playing boyfriend,
Bi.ll, gets beat in a different
way.

Dylan's father anVince Foster announces
nounces his intentions to his intentions to come
come dean about his mis- clean and mysteriously
deeds,andhethenmyste- kills himself.
riously dies.

Brandon's hair hasn't
Bill's hair hasn't
changed in eight seasons. ch~~g~d in two terms.
Supporting character,
Vice President Al Gore
Dylan, is a free-spirited is a free-spirited james
James Dean clone.
Dean done.

Leonardo DiCaprio, Gabriel Byrne, and Edward Atterton star in 'The Man In The Iron Mask."

Abby Hoffmann
Staff Reporter
For the past three months
Leonardo DiCaprio has been plastered across all media as the lov...,...
N~w friend Noah
NewfriendJohnHuang
ablejackwhofallsinloveonthe·
~~=~="""'~~.,II!',,tfl'l
u•• "~"',..Or;l'"~"'''~~~v,lm'u,.,u~rc~••v'ln~u"'""''"""'"""P:.-.,;w
uutt,.,~
~,.M,..~.. ~u~n"•~n!;,u;.i,.,_;..-4 • .1atal. voyahge.o[.bTitam
k ' c.
h
1
financially with a few IiondoHars.
Now eis ac ,aongwit
a
thousand dollars.
stellar cast, playing twice the
man: as Louis XIV and his twin
brother Phillipe, in "The Man in
Unattractive Donna
the Iron Mask."
Unanractive Chelsea
A!though DiCaprio delivers a
goes off to college with goes off to college with red
captivating
dual performance as
blonde hair and returns hair and returns even less
thecold-heartedlouisandtheall
even less attractive, but attractive, still with red
too kind Phillipe,hedoesnotsteal
with red hair.
hair.
the show.
Instead, the Three Musketeers,
Aramis (Je remy Irons), Athos
That's enough to scare me, how aoout you? Slich Willie has bun
(John Malkovich) and Ponhos
(Gerard Depardieu), along wtth
h110wn lo make oamtonaf guest appearances on television shows,
could he btthe next beautn Valent Malone's life?Come tothinlwfit,
their captain and teacher
1n a way she k1nd of resembles Monica l.ewrnshy_.nah.
D'Artagnan(Gabriel Byrne), capturethemajorityoftheaudience's
attention.
Paris, 1662. Athos, now a fa-

.

If..

ther to his son, Raoul. Aramis, a
priest, and Porthos, a womanizer,
are the original and once-famous
Three Musketeers.
They have passed their prime
and are now enjoying life.
0'Artagnan,on tlvothe,t hand, still
worksforthekingascapcainofthe
presentdaymusketeerswhich now
number more than three.
The trouble begins when King
Louis sets his sights on Christine
Qudith Godreche), who is engaged
to Raoul, Athos'sson.
LouisgetsridofRaoulbysending him to a war in which he is
killed . He then seduces Christine.
Raoul's death and the budding
hatredforLouisbringsthemusketeers, who have gone their separate
ways, back together.
Butthistime,itisnottoprotect
the King but rather to bring him
down.
The reunited musketeers have a
secret weapon in the form of

Phillipe , Louis' twin brother.
Phillipe,forced to wear an iron
mask, has been in prison for the
past six years. The musketeers
free him, and so begins the action
WillPhillipeandthemuske.teers save .the dayl ou'll.bave to
findoutforyourself.
But the story line has many
twists and turns that will keep
you interested for the entire two
hours, and Depardieu'sone-liners
will keep you laughing.
The
performances
by
Malkovich , Byrnes and Anne
Pavillaud, who plays Louis and
Phillipe'smother,areexceptional.
If you're still not convinced
andyouloved"Titanic,"gojustto
see Leonardo if you must. But go
see it.
Itwillbemoneywellspenton
a good movie and you'll come to
the realization that Leonardo
DiCaprio is not the only great actor out there.
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Pro wrestling makes a huge comeback
Aaron Baker
Staff Reporter
It's almost 8:00 on Monday
night and the most popular cable
show on televtswn tS about ro hit
the air. But it's not anything that
the typical viewer would expect.
lt 'sprofesstonal wrestling, and n 's
here to stay, at least for a little
while.
Professiona I wrestli ng,overthe
past year, has reached its second
peak in pop ularity, in just about
every age group in both Europe
and the United States.
The first peak came when the
World Wrestling Federation ,
owned by Vince McMahon , sold
out the Pontiac Stlverdome near
Detroit and broke the all-time indoor attendance record with
Wrestlemania Ill.
The match that drew so many
fans was indeed legendary, if you
ask j ust about any longtime wrestling fan. Prowrestlingmost likely
hit its high the moment Hulk
Hogan s lammed the 500 plus
pound monster, Andre the Giant.
While the WWF had Hogan
and Andre, its rival, World Champtonship Wrestling (then known
as the National Wrestling Alliance). owned by Ted Turner, had
their own stars that arestillon top
of the sport today: Sting and Ric
Flair. W~ile WCW was at that
ti me much less popular than the
WWF, their day would come.
From that moment on, there
seemed tO be a decline in the loyal
fa n support for this example of
"sports entertainment." Much critiquing came with its popularity,
because the matches were fixed
and none of the :wrestling was actually real.
Loyal fans responded by clari-

That's
personal
attention.

World Wrestling Federation Intercontinental
Champion Rocky Maivia.
fying that pro wrestling never
claimed to be a sport and was always careful tO call itself "sports
entertainment"
A legitimate complaint came
upon wrestling when charges
were brou ht a amst cMahon
for allowing, encouraging and
practically forcing his wrestlers
to use anabolic steroids. Steroid
use was always s uspected
by the average fan.
At the time of the charges, the
WWF included slarssuchas Flair,
Hogan, Randy Savage, Brett Hart,
and The Unc)ertaker It ~as clearly
the superior product. Unsure
about their futures as a result of

World Wrestling Federation Wrestler
Shawn Michaels.

the charges, Hogan, Savage and
Flair soon left for the WCW This
was wrestling's lowest point.
Then a year later. in a bold and
desperate move to shore up its
popular ity, the WWF introduced
an w, iv wresllm • o n Mo
day niglns called "Monday Night
RAW."
T he show was an hour long and
broadcast from the Manhattan
Cen ter i n New York City on the
USA network The ratings were
phenomenal.
Worried about the resurgence
of the WWFthrough RAW,WCW
introduced its own live show on
Monday nights tori val RAW It was

~-

Ftaturing lnrumparahlt· Pizza & P<~sta. Sl'nsatiunal
Salads. \ppl'tiJ.l'rs and Italian Spl't· ialtil's.

1·880·1AP·TEST
www.kaplan.com

"t.SAT • a 11g11erec1 trademalk a tit& t.aw School Mrrisslon Council.

called Nitro and was broadcasron
the TNT network from varying
venues. WCW rode the continuing popularity of former stars
Hogan, Flair and Savage to the top
of he heap once again

Compcmion between the two
·hows became ruthless After a
few months. they both extended
to a second .hour Then, week after
week, the show dared each other
to go off the atr first. Frequently
both shows would run upwards
of an hour longerthan thm allotted tlme slots
itro surged ahead when a
group of wrestlers broke off from
the WCW and became the Ne'
World Order (n Wo).
Wnh Turner's endless supply
of wealth and now a third hour of
Nitro, plus a sister show on TBS
ailed Thunder, whtch atrsThursday nights, th WCW ts se urcly
on to. But, their dommance could
beshortlived because may people
find the WWFmoreentertatnmg,
due solely in part to its longer,lc ·
predi table matche
With rhe tn rcdible popularit yof professional wrestling, there
issimply no way 1t will disappear
any tune soon. Ju t ltke its fellow
formsof entertainment, wresthng
is here to stay.
Prowrcsdingon Monday night
is a reality here at john Carroll. It's
loyal following i remarkable, rmpressive and kind of disturbing.
Next Monday when you need
eventful T.V. pro ramming find
the dos~~l Nitro party
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St. Patrick's Day
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Still looking for more fun?
Here are some old Stand-bys on the East Bank of the Flats...
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For·a groovy St Patrick's Day...
Need a break? A great place to relax. ..

Adefinite must-do on St Patrick's Day? While checking out
Have ANice Day Cafe's blast from the past deco, sip on a "fish

St Patrick's Day never sounded so good at Hannery's Pub!

The restaurant and bar features live Irish music in the

bowl" with some friends ...you wont· be disappointed with this
fruity concoction.

afternoon from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Spend a relaxing evening
listening to more Jrisb tunes starting at 7 p.m. Flannery's
is located at 323 Prospect Ave.

Spending St.. Patri~k's Day
in Universtty Hetghts?
So, what's our pick?
Panini's Waterfront Bar and Grille is a great place to meet friends and
~I U .'l

IfYou get hungry for lunch...

I C • Dl.\lNK!l •DAltCE 0 11' 0 0 r,
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hang out It's packed on St Pat's Day, and $1.50 Happy Hour from 4
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empfies the 380() oz. beer Yat Wins

8l'eal Pl'izes. Diamond Back ·
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Prospeq. Ave.

1

OCated On 724

p.m. to 9 p.m. is definitely worthwhile.

Have twice the fun at jake's celebrating the speakeasy's third
birthday on March 171

Jam to the jukebox, kick bock with

friends, play some pool, and enjoy $2.50 Guinness specials. If

hunger strikes, upstairs you'll find Pizzau., a place for great
piwl and cale'rones. (Rumor has it St P'dtrick was actually
Italian!) So why bother driving Tuesday night? lUke to jake's

lo<:ated at the front ofjCU's campus, and enjoy a birthday party
and great Irish holiday all at once!
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For·a groovy St. Patrick's Day...
Need a break? A great place to relax...

A definite must-do on St Patrick's Day? While checking out

Have ANice Day Cafe's blast from tbe past dec:o, sip on a "'fish
St Patrick's Day never sounded so good at flannery's Pub!

The restaurant and bar features live Irish music in the

bowl" with some friends ... you won't be disappointed witb tbis
fruity concoction.

afternoon from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Spend a relaxing evening
listening to more Irish tunes starting at 7 p.m. Flannery's
is located at ~23 Prospect Ave.

Spending St. Patrick's Day
in University Heights?
So, what's our pick?
. . Waterfront Bar and Grille is a great place to meet friends and
Panuu's
NU SI C

0

If you get hungry for lunch...
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' SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
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bang out It's packed on St Pat's Day, and $1 .50 Happy Hour from 4

p.m. to 9 p.m. is definitely worthwhile.
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the beer that

J»erson Who hU)s
empties the 380() oz. beer l'at Wins

Have twice the fun at Jake's celebrating the speakeasy's third
birthday on Mardi 17! jam to the jukebox, kick back with
• $2 .=
friends, play some pool, and ellJOY
JV Guinness specials. If

. you 'II find •o:~
~~~·· a place for great
hunger strikes, upstairs
~
pizza and calezones. (Rumor has it St Patrick was actually

Italian!) So wbYbother driving Tuesday night? Hike to jake's

.

located at tbe front of JCU's cunpus, and enjoy a birthday party
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and greatlrWb holiday all at once!
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Basketball enjoying ''Sweet'' ride
"I sure felt dtfferently at the ttme
though, as I know the ktds d1d
Sometimes dunng a winmng
streak. you begin to lose focus.
thmkmg that rbmgs come easy"
For the first time in school his-

advanced past the ftrst round in
Staff Repo
- -<-rt-er_ __
Its prev10us four tournament apA heartbreaking loss ro
pearanceswastwoyearsago.when
Manetta in the f1rst round of the
the Blue Streaks defeated Wooster,
OhioAthlencConferenceTourna86-72.
ment on Feb 24 seemingly has
JCU lost m the first round of
had lm le to no effect on
the NCAA Tournament
the john Carroll Univer
at Wittenberglastseason,
slty men 's basketball "We put the OAC postseason 84-72.
team
The Blue Streaks (21"We put the OAC behind us. We didn't want to 6) rook ca re of Great
postseason behind us,
Lakes Region No. 1 seed
semorM1kePapsa1d. "We end our season [with a loss}
Wooster last Saturday, 78d1dn't want to end our
59 The victory broke the
season Iwith a loss! at at home."
school record for most
home."
victories in one season,
Shock and disbelief
previously set in 1986Mike Pap
wasapparenton the faces
1987 when JCU fi nished
of JCU players as the Pio20-4.
neers celebra ted the stunning up- tory. the Blue Streaks have adJCU's stifling defense held
set on the floor of the Don Shula vanced to the "Sweet Six teen" of Woosterto only 32 percent shootSporrsCe nter. The loss ended the the Divisio n Ill Nauonal Tourna- ing from the field. The offense
Blue Streaks' 10-game winning ment.
capnalized on the Fighung Scots'
streak, but JCU has recovered
This was made possible by im- early foul trouble in th e first half,
qUickly
pressive victories over Albion taking a 35-29lead into halftime.
"Looking back at it. maybe los- CM1ch )and the College of Wooster,
The Blue Streaks then used a 7mg to Marietta in the OAC asjCU led from tip-off to final 0 run midway through the second
qua rterfinals was a good th mg," buzze r in both victones.
half tO break a 47-47 tie, effecjCU head coach Mike Moran said.
ln fact, th e on] ymher umeJCU nvely ending the Fighting Scots'

chances for a comeback.
"I thought we were just a little
better mall phases of the game,"
Moran said. "That's why itturned
out being a 19-point difference.
Our big guys used thm abihty to
take the ball to the basket , used
some finesse moves, and get their
big kids in foul trouble. That really opened somethingsupforus."
JCU'sduoof sen tor Artie Taylor
and junior Mark Heidorf led JCU
to victory. Taylor and Heidor f. the
tea m'stwoleadingscorersthisseason, netted 20 and 16 points, respectively.
Two days earlier, the Blue
Streaks overcame a large contmgent of Albion fans that made the
tr ip from Mic higan to University
Heights to open tournament play
with a convincing 72-50 victory.
Heidorf led the way with 19
pomts, while Taylor and fellow
senior Ryan Eskridge each added
12 points.
Hav ing played in the last three
NCAA Tournaments definitely
helped JCU to defeat the Britons,

who were mak ing th eir first ever
appearance. A combinanon of
JCU 's pressure defense and
Albion's own tournament inexperience led to the Britons committing 32 turnovers.
jCU plays in the sectional semifinal tonight against HampdenSy dney (Va.) in Holland, Mich.
With a victory, the Blue Streaks
would play the Hope-Christopher
ewpon winner tomorrow for a
chance to advance to the Nationa 1
Semi finals to be held in Sa lem, Va_
next Friday.
Who-john Cilrroll v~. Ha mpdrn ·Sydney
What: NCAA Dlvtston Ill Men's Basketball

Championships- Great Ukes/Sou th
SectiOnal Xmt ft na\s

Whue: Hopt College, Holland, M~eh

Wht.n Tomght,6 pm
Radio: WJC.U·fM/887
If JCU wms ton •ght, 1ht Blue St: reab w1l l play

the wtnner of the Hopc-Chnstoper
Newpor 1ga metomorrown tght :u 7:30
p.m. 1 hcgamr: w1ll be broadcas1 on

WJCU.

Five All-Americans lead wrestling to fourth at NCAAs
Robert McCarth
Staff Reporter
The hard work and dedication that the
John Carroll Universny wrestling team exerted all season culminated in the last two
weeks wnh a convincing first-place finish
at the Ohio Athletic Conference Championships and an impressive showing m the
Div1sion lll National Championships.
"ln life you are nqt always rewarded for
hard work," JCU head coach. Kerry
Volkman n sa1d. "This season the people
.........~ lhe harQas p rhe jr jUSt rewards 1n the end, and as 1he coach it is great
to see that."
Two weeks ago, the Blue Streaks played
host to the OAC Championships and
handled thetr competition in much the
same fashion as they had all season long in
dual meet competitiOn.
Of the ten wrestlers they entered, JCU
cla1med seven individual titles, including
junior Ben Hahlen at 134 pounds, senior
Chris Roman at 142 pounds, senior Nate
Samblanet at150 pounds,junior Mike SIUll

at 158 pounds, jumor justin Kerr at 167 by Augsburg.
pounds,junior Jim Ayers at 177 pou nds, and
Creating the most noise in national comjunior Rich Eslich m the heavyweight divi- petition was Sam blanet, who made his first
sion.
trip to the Nat ional Championships.
"It was a great tournament for us, and it Unseeded at 150 pounds, he upset two
IS a rarity to have seven individual champions on one team because of the pressure,"
said Volkmann,whohasnowwonfiveOAC
titles in 11 seasons.
What made the team's showing more
outstanding was its relative lack of experience in OAC Championship play.
"Few o{ ow seV&il
er
wrestled 1n the OAC Championships befo re, and that shows the focus they had ,"
Volkmann said. The newcomers to tournament action were Samblanet, Stull, Ayers
Hahlen: 7th place
and Eslich, a ll of whom registered career- Eslich: 4th place
at 134 pounds
at heavyweight
best records this season.
By capturing the individual titles, the
"Magnificent Seven" qualified for the Divi- ranked wrestlers, including a shutout of
sion Ill National Cham pionships, which No. I seed Chr is Potter of College of New
were held last weekend in Waterloo, Iowa. Jersey, 6-0.
The group produced a fourth-place show"1 don't like to look at the brackets, 1am
ingat the Championships, which were won more successful if I just go out and com-

STREAKS OF T...E WEEK

THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES
OF SAINT IGNATIUS
SILENT DIRECTED RETREA T

MAY 8-15, 1998

CONTACT FR. SCHELL
IN CAMPUS MINISTRY
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Rya n Eskridge
Senior, Basketball
Shot a team-high 52 .9
percent from the fie ld
(9 of 17), including 5 of
5 from three-point
rang e in two NCAA
tournament victories .
Totals in cluded 26
points, 12 rebounds
and three steals .

Nate Samblanet
Senior, Wrestling
Unseeded at
150
pounds, finished third
at the NCAA Division
Ill
Championships.
Upset two seeded
foes, includ ing the
nu mbe r one, before
falling to th e eventual
national ch ampion.

pete," Sam blanet said.
That shocking victory vaulted
Samblanet into the semifinal round, where
he was defeated, 3-1, by eventual national
champion Ryan Schweitzherge r of Bue na
Vista . Sam bla net
fin ished strong,winning both consolation matches to earn
a third-place finish
a nd All-America
honors,
season.
"If anyone would
have told me at the
beginning of the seaKerr: 3rd place
son th at I would
at 167 pounds
achieve all of this, I
would have called
them a liar," Samblanet said.
Kerr, seeded second at 167 pounds, also
advanced to the semifinals before being
outlasted, 7-6, by Jeremy Cardenas of University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse. In the con solation match , Kerr defeated top
seed Jason Dell of Gettysburg 4-0,
good for third place and All America honors.
Eslichdefeated two seeded wrestlers in the heavyweight bracket on
his way to claiming fourth place
and All-America status.
Hahlen and Ayers also registered
strong performances, garnering
All-America honors to top off their
finest individualseasons. Both were
unseeded entering the event but
recorded three wins on t he day
"They all wrestled their hea rts
out and we were really close to havin g seve n All-A mericans,"
Volkma nn said. "Unfo rtunately,
Roman lost in overtime and Stull
lost 3-1 in the All-America round."
"The whole season was a dream,
!just wish thatChrisiRomanlcould
have bee n All-Am erica n alongside
us," Samblenet said .
Despite being ousted in Nationals, Roman and Stull each turned
in their best seasons ever.
The shower of accolades for the
Blue Streaks did not stop with the
conclusion of the National Championships. Ha hlen, Sam blenet and
Ayers all earned Academ ic AllAmerican honors for the ir hard
work both on the mat and in the
classroom.
The final Brute-Adidas Division
lll Wrestling Coaches Poll featured
JCU at fourth, the team's best finish
since 1989.
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Baseball rides Florida roller coaster
Up and do wn trip produces 6-4 mark
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor

For their 1998 Florida exhibition trip,
the Blue Streaks were. well, streaky.
The John Carroll University baseball
team started its trip 3-0, lost its next four
and then won its final three games, totalling a 6-4 mark for the six -day stretch in
Panama City.
On the stre ngth of its veteran pitchers
and an improved defense, the team completed its second straight season it has returned from Florida with a winningrecord.
Among its wins were two over nationally
ra nked Wartburg, including a 12-2 win in
the squad's final game.
jumor pitcher John O'Rourke picked up
the win in that game, and wasoutstandmg
in his two complete game victories, giving
up o nly one earned run in 12 innings.
O'Rourke has been the staff "ace" of sorts
since he was an all-region selection as a
fresh man. Jun ior Aaron Miller also was 20 and struck out 16 in his ll.2 inn ings.
"john O'Rourke total Iy dominated,"JCU
head coach Brian Brewer said. "Beloit!Collegel was an average Div ision Ill team , and
he shut them out. But Wartburg's ranked
26th in the cou ntry, and he dominated

Scott
Bryson

Jim

Wideikls

them."
The Blue Streaks' defensive play was in consistent a tt imes last year,and was one of
the bigger question marks coming into this
season. But in Florida, JCU committed
only ten errors in ten games. By comparison, the squad averaged 2. 3 a game last year.
Brewer was especially happy with the
play of junior Pat Nothnagle behind the
plate. Nothnagle started nine games behind the plate, and did notcommitanerror.
Healsoworked with five first-year pitchers.
iNothnaglel got a heck of a workout
down there, with him being our only returning catcher," Brewer said. "He blocked
the ball well, especial! y considering the
fields were sandy and soft"
ThejCU offense got contributions from

returnerscontinui ng their strong play from
last year, as well as some freshmen that
stepped in. Juniors Marc Thibeault ( 471)
and Jim Wideikis (.462) led the Streaks,
who scored more than 10 runs in three of
their wins.
Freshmen Craig Reckoand Scott Bryson
also hit well in theirscaningroles. Wideikis,
a second-team All-American last year, and
Recko hit five home runs between them.
Of Carroll's four losses, two came to a
Division !! opponent (Missouri-Rolla), and
one to Wartburg. "We lost two in a row in
the last inning by one run," Brewer said "I
was happy because even our pitc hers that
got hit well were throwing strikes."
The trip did prove to besomcwhatcostly,
though, as sophomore pitcher Mike Metz

and sophomore center£ielder Ryan Detzel
suffered i njunes that could put them out for
a month or more. Metz experienced soreness in warmingupforhisstart,andd1d not
end up pitchingatall for the Streaks. Detzel
played meight games in Florida, but shoulder problems will probably cause h1m to
miss time.
Both were key contnbutorslast year, as
Detzel was among the team's hatting Leaders and Metz. was voted team Rookie of the
Year. Salvation for JCU comesm that these
injuries occurred early in the year.
"That hurts us, but if tt'sgoing ro happen,
it' best it happens now,' Brewer said, 'so
that we get them back by maybe mtdway
through the conference season."
The treaks have non-conference games
scheduled for this weekend with Walsh and
Siena Heigh ts, but the weather will most
likely cause a cancellation of those.
After making the OAC playoffs for the
first time in years last season, Brewer feels
very comfortable with his chances for repeat success. 'We played as well (in Florida!
as we did all of last year," the third-year
manager said.
·And we played prel ty good baseba II last
year, toward the end of the season.'

Softball finishes
well at Florida games
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

Replacing six starters, includingfourseniors,isn ot3 n easy task.
But that is what the j ohn Carroll
University softball team must do
if they are to a h1 v
1998 campaign.
A strong finish at the Rebel
Games in Orlando, Fla., however,
has given the Blue Streaks some
momemtumas they begin the rest
of their season back up in the
nWorth.
After beginning the week 0-4,
JCU rebounded to win fo ur of the
next six games to finish the trip
with a mark of 4-6.
"I walked away from the
Florida experience feeling like we
ca me togethe r abo ut as much as
we could in a week." JCU head
coach Gretchen Weitbrecht sa id.
"I was hoping for Ia .500 record!, so
I wo uld have to say 4-6 is right
around our expectation level."
With the lossof almost30 years
of collegiate experience from last
year's squad, the Blue Streaks are
looking to fi nd the right chemistry for a successful year.
"Offe nsively,] think we need to.
be more confident at the plate,"
junior Kari Casper said. "We have
the power and the ability. As long
as we develop confidence, l think
we'll be okay. And in the field, we
just need ro get used to working
together."
One Blue Streak who has to be
feeling fairly confident after last
week issophomoreja1meSkaugen,
who batted .407 with a home run
and five runs batted in whilestarting all 10 games at shortstop.
Three of her RBI came in a convmcingll-3victoryover Dubuque
last-Thursday.
After starting 0-2, sophomore
pitchers Theresa Bodnar and Niki
Russell bounced back to fin!sh
with identica12-3 records. Whtit:
the start ing pitching is not as deep
as in recent years, Weitbrechtfeels
she has a solid staff with Russell ,
Bodnar and freshman Jackie
Prosen.
Weitbrecht saw two specific

areas need ing improvement --hitting and communication. She believes the batters have to he more
aggressive and in control of each
at-bat.
Also, establishing bench sigpitchou ts will be helpful in the
weeks to come.
Having to prepare for the season during the wi nter months in
Northeast Ohio can he another
detriment to a team's performance.
"lt'salways better to practice in
a game setting [outdoors! tha n to
practice indoors," Kas per said.
"Anything outdoors helps. It
helped that the weather was nice
fora while because we were able to
be on the turf morethanlast yea(
According to Weitbrecht, defense and hard work are the keys
to success for t he Blue Streaks.
"Truthfully, l think we'regoing
to have to play defense extremely
well," Weitbrecht said. "We are a
team that is defin itel y goi ng to
have to earn our runs. We're still
learni ng how to utilize our base
runners and little things li ke that."
JCU will have an opportunity

With the recent snowfall, the softball team has been working out indoors more than they would
like. Practicing with a batting net are (1-r) Theresa Bodnar, Jen Wolke, Erika Oblak, and Nikl Russell.
to continue its improvement on
March19whenit travels toKenyon
for an afternoon do ubleheader.
The Bl ue Streaks will then compete in the Indianapolis Classic
that weekend.

LUCK 0' THE IRISH
The International Studies Center presents
Northern Ire land Culturall mmersion
Saturday, March 21, 1998.
'This program enables participants to understand Northern
Irish culture th rough history, literature, music, food & film.

An "AII lrish" luncheon will be held
at f7annery's Pub Restaumnl & fur

at $10.00 per person.
Great fun & learning experience
for all who attend!

For reservations or questions call
the International Studies Center
3974320.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS.
BECOME THE BUSINESS MANAGER
OF THE CARROLL NEWS
FOR THE 98-99 SCHOOL YEAR.
Position to be fi ll ed this month.
Training will start immediately.

CALL 397-4398 FOR MORE INFO.
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Basketball enjoying ''Sweet'' ride

St aff Re porter-

A heartbreakmg loss to
Maneu a in the first round of the
Oh1oAth leticConference Tournament on Feb. 24 seemmgly has
had lmle to no effect on
the john Carroll Universuy men's basketball
team
"We put rhe OAC...
postseason behmd us:
sen1or Mike Pap said. "We
d1dn t want to end our
season !Wi t h a lossl at
home."
Shock a nd d1s belte f
wasapparent on the faces
of JCU pl aye rs as the Pronee rscelebra ted the stunning upset on the floor of the Don Shula
Sporrs Cemer. The loss ended the
Blu e Strea ks 10-ga me w rnn1ng
streak, b ut J CU has recove red
qu1ckly.
"Looking back at it , maybe losIng t o Marietta 1n the OAC
quarterfinals was a good thmg,"
JCU head coac h Mike Mora n said

"l sure felt differently at the nme,
though as I know the kids d1d.
Sometimes durtng a w1nning
streak you begm to lose focus.
thmking that things come easy."
Forthe fJrsttime in school his-

advanced past the first round in
Its prev1ous four tournament appearanceswastwoyearsago,when
theBlueSt reaksdefeatedWooster,
86-72.
JCU lost in the first round of
the CAA Tournament
at Wittenberg last season,
84-72.
The Blue Streaks (216) took care of Great
Lakes Region No. I seed
Wooster last Saturday, 7859. The victory b roke the
school record fo r most
victories in one season,
prev1ously set in 1986Pap
1987 when JCU fin ished
20-4.
JCU's stifl in g defense held
Woosterroonly 32 percent shooting from the fie ld. The offe nse
capitalized on the Fighting Scots'
early foul trouble in the first half,
taki ng a 35-29 lead into half ti me.
The Blue Streaks then used a 70 run midway through the second
half to break a 47- 47 tie, effecti vely endi ng th e Figh ting Scots'

"We put the OAC postseason

behind us. We didn't want to

end our season [with a loss]
at home.
ff

Mike
to ry, the Blue Strea ks have adva nced to the "Swee t Sixteen" of
the D1v1s1on Ill National Tournamen t.
This was made possible by impressive v1ctones over Al bion
(Mi ch.)and theCollegeof Wooster,
as j CU led from np-off to final
buzzer m both vic to ries.
In fact, theonlyoth ertimeJCU

chances for a comeback.
"I thought we were just a lutle
better in all phases of the game,"
Moran said "That's why it tur ned
om being a 19-poi nt dif ference.
Our big guys used their abi lity to
take the ball to th e basket, used
some fmesse moves, and get the ir
big kids in foul trouble. T hat really opened so me thi ngs up for us."
JCU'sd uoof se mor Artie Taylor
and junior Mark Heidorf ledjCU
to victor y. Taylor and He1dorf. t he
tea m's two lead i ngscorers thIS season, netted 20 and 16 points. respectively.
Two d ays ea rlte r, t h e Bl ue
Streaks overcame a large contingent of Albio n fans tha t made th e
trip fro m Michiga n to University
Heights to open tourn ament play
wit h a convinci ng 72-50 victo ry.
Heidorf led the way with 19
points, w hile Taylor a nd fe llow
senior Rya n Eskridge eac h added
12 poi nts
Hav ing played in the last three
NCAA Tou rn a ments definitely
helped JCU to defea t the Britons,

who were makmg their first ever
ap pea rance. A combmauon of
JCU's press ure defense and
Albion'sow n tour nament inexperience led to the Britons comm itting 32 turnovers.
JCU plays m thesectionalsemlfi nal tomght agai nst Hampde nSydney (Va.) in Holl and, Mich.
Wi th a victory, the Blue Streaks
would play the Hope-Christopher
Newport wmner tomorrow for a
chance to adva nce to t he Nat ional
Sem ifinals to be held in Salem, Va.
nexr Friday.
Who John Ca r rol l \'S I b mpdewSydne~

WhaL NCAA DIVIS ion Ill M~n·s Sa.ske:1ball

Oaampaonsh• p:.- Grea t Lakts/Sou lh
St:c110nal Senufmals

Where: Hope College, Holland, M1ch
When· Tomght , 6 p.m
!Udla WJCU·FM/887

If jCU wms tom gn t, the Blue St reaks will play
1he wmner of the Hope-christepe r
Ncwporr game tomorrow mgl'u at7.30
p.m. The ga me will be broa.dca.sr on
WJCU

Five All-Americans lead wrestling to fourth at NCAAs
Robert McCart_h,L.
y _ _ _ _ _ __
Staff Reporter

The hard work and dedication that the
John Carroll Un iversJtywrestlingtea m exerted all season culminated in the last two
weeks with a convincing first -place finish
at the Ohio Athle tic Con ference Championships and an impressive showing in the
Div1sion Ill National Championships.
"In life you are not always rewarded for
hard work ," JCU head coach Kerry
Volkmann said. "This season the people
INII•!IJ!I~ the
rewards in the cnd,and as rhe coach it is grea t
w see that."
Two weeks ago, the Blue Streaks played
host to the OAC Championships and
handled the1r competition in much the
same fas hion a they had all season long in
dual meet compet ition.
Of the ten wrestlers they entered, J CU
claimed seven individual titles, including
; unior Ben Hahlen at 134 pounds. senior
Chns Roman at 142 pounds, senior Nate
ambia net atl50 pounds,juniorM1keStull

at 158 pounds, junior j ust in Kerr at 167
pound s,jumor j im Ayers at 177 pounds, and
junior Rich Eslich in the heavyweightdiv ision .
"It was a great tournament for us, and it
is a rarity to have seven individual champions on one team because of the pressure,"
said Volkmann , whohasnowwonfiveOAC
titles in ll seasons.
What made the team's showing more
outstanding was its relative lack of experience in OAC Championship play.
"Four o[ our
Yer
wrestled in the OAC Champwnships before, and that shows the focus they had,"
Volk ma nn said. The newcomers to tournament action were Sam blanet, Stull, Ayers
and Eslich, all of w hom registered careerbest records this season.
By capturing the individual titles, the
"Magnificent Seven" qualified for the Division 11 1 Nationa l Championships, which
were held last weekend in Waterloo, Iowa.
The group produced a fourth-place showingattheChampionships, which were won

seven

by A ugsburg.
Creating the most noise in nati onal competition was Sam blanet, who made his first
trip t o the National Championships.
Unseeded at 150 pounds, he upset two

.

Eslich: 4th place
at heavyweight

Hahlen: 7th place
at 134 pounds

ranked w restlers, including a sh utout of
No. l seed Chris Potter of College of New
jersey, 6-0.
"l don't like to look at the brackets, lam
more successful if I just go our and com-

STREAKS OF·ftiE WEEK

THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES
OF SAINT JGNA TIUS
SILENT DIRECTED RETREAT
MAY 8-15, 1998

CONTACT FR. SCHELL
IN CAMPUS MINISTRY
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Ryan Eskridge
Senior, Basketball
Shot a team-high 52.9
percent from the field
(9 of 17), including 5 of
5 from three-point
range in two NCAA
tournament victories.
Totals included 26
points, 12 rebounds
and three steals.

Nate Samblanet
Senior, Wrestling
Unseeded at
150
pounds, finished third
at the NCAA Division
Ill
Championships.
Upset two seeded
foes, including the
number one , before
falling to the eventual
national champion.

pete ," Samblane t said .
That shock ing victory vaulted
Samblanet into the semifinal round , where
he was defeated, 3-l, by eventual national
champion Ryan Schweitzberger of Buena
Vista . Samblanet
finished strong,w inning both consolation matches to earn
a third-place finish
and All-America
honors, capping a
sensati na I s~!pior
season.
"If anyone would
have told me at the
beginningof the seaKerr: 3rd place
son that [ would
at 167 pounds
ac hieve all of this, I
would have called
them a liar," Samblane t said.
Kerr, seeded second at 167 pounds, also
advanced to the semifinals before being
outlasted , 7-6, by Jeremy Cardenas of University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse. In the consolation match, Kerr defeated top
seed jason Dell of Gettysburg 4-0,
good for th ird place and AllAmerica honors.
Eslic h defeated two seeded wrestlers in the heavyweight bracket on
his way to claiming fourth place
and All-America status.
Ha h len and Ayers also registered
strong perform ances, garnering
All-America honors to top off their
finestindiv idualseasons. Both were
unseeded enteri ng the event but
recorded three wins on the day.
"They a 11 wrestled thei r hearts
out and we were really close to having seve n All-Amer icans,"
Volkmann said. "Unfortunately,
Roman lost in overtime and Stull
lost 3-1 in the All-America round ...
"The whole season was a dream ,
Ijust wish that Chris[Roman] could
have been All-American alongside
us," Samblenet said.
Despite being ousted in Nationals, Roman and Stull each turned
in their best seasons ever.
The shower of accolades for the
Blue Streaks did not stop with the
conclusion of the National Championships. Hahlen,Samblenet and
Ayers all earned Academic AllAmerican honors for their hard
work both on the mat and in the
classroom.
The final Brute-Adidas Division
Ill Wrestling Coaches Poll featured
JCU at fourth, the team's best finis h
since 1989.
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Baseball rides Florida roller coaster
Up and down trip produces 6-4 mark

Mark Boieky
Assistant Sports Editor
For the ir 1998 Florida e xhibition trip,
the Blue Streaks were, well, streaky.
The j ohn Carroll Universi ty baseball
team started its trip 3-0, lost its next four
and then won its fin al three games , totalling a 6-4 mark for the six-day stre tch in
Panama City.
On the strength of its veteran pitchers
and an improved defense, the team completed its second straight season it has returned from Florida withawinningrecord.
Among its w ins were two over nationally
ranked Wartburg, including a l2-2 win in
the squad 's fina l game.
Junior pitcher John O'Rou rke picked up
the win in that game, and was outstandi ng
in hi s two complete game victories, givi ng
up o nly one earned run in 12 innings.
O'Rourke has been the staff "ace" of sorts
since he was an all -region selec tion as a
freshman. Junior Aaron Miller also was 20 and struck out 16 in his ll.2 inn ings.
"john O'Rourke tot ally dom inated ,"JCU
head coach Brian Brewer said . "Beloit !Collegel was an average Division lll team, and
he shut them out. But Wartburg's ran ked
26th in the country, and he domina ted

them."
The Blue Streaks' defensive play was inconsistent at times last year, and was one of
the bigger question marks coming into this
season. But in Florida, JC U committed
only ten errors in ten games. By compari
son, the squad averaged 2.3 a game last yea r.
Brewer was especially happy with the
play of junior Pat Nothnagle behind the
pla te. Nothnagle started nine games behind the plate, and d id not commit an error.
He also worked with five first-year pitchers.
"[Not h naglel got a heck of a workout
down there, with him being our only returning catcher," Brewer said. "He blocked
th e ball well , especially considering the
fields were sandy and soft."
ThejCU offense got conrnbutions from

returnerscontinuing their strong play from
last year, as well as some freshmen tha t
stepped in. juniors Marc Thibeault (.471 )
and jim Wideikis (.462) led the treaks,
who scored more than lO runs in three of
their wins.
Fresh men Craig Reckoa nd Scott Bryson
also hit well in theirstarting roles. Wideikis,
a second -team All-America n last year, and
Recko hit five home runs between them .
Of Carroll's four losses, two came m a
Division II opponent (Missouri -Rolla), a nd
one to Wan burg. "We lost two in a row in
the last inning by one run," Brewer said. "I
was happy because even our pitchers that
got hit well were throwing strikes"
The trip did prove to besomewhat costly,
though , as sophomore pitcher Mike Metz

and sophomore centerfielder Ryan Detzel
suffered inJuries that could put them out for
a month or more. Metz expenenced soreness m warming up for hisstart,anddid not
end up pitchi ng at all fortheStreaks. Detzel
played in eight games in Florida, but shoulder problems will probably cause him to
miss time.
Both were key contributors last year, as
Detzel was among the team's batting leaders and Metz was voted team Rookie of the
Year. Salvation for JCU comes in that these
inJuries occurred early in the year.
"That hurts us, but if It's going to happen,
it's best it happens now,' Brewer said , 'so
th at we get them back by maybe m1dway
th rough the conference season.'
The treak s have non-conferen ce games
scheduled for this weekend wuh Walsh a nd
Siena Heights, but the weather w1ll most
likel y ca use a cancell ation of those.
After making the OAC playoffs for the
first time in years la t season, Brewer feels
very com fonable with his chances for repeat s uccess. "We played as well [111 Flonda]
as we did all of last year,' the third-year
manager said
"And we played pretty good baseball last
year, toward the end of the season.'

Softball finishes
well at Florida games
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

Replacing six starters, includ ingfourseniors,isnota n easy task.
But th at is what the john Carroll
University softball team must do
if they are to a
1998 cam paign.
A strong finish at the Rebel
Games in Orlando, Fla., however,
has given the Blue Strea ks some
momemtum as they begin the rest
of their season back up in the
nWort h.
After beginning the week 0-4,
JCU rebounded to win four of the
next six games to finis h the trip
with a mark of 4-6.
"I walked away from the
Florida experience feeling like we
came together about as much as
we could in a week," JCU head
coach Gretchen Weitbrecht said.
"I was hoping for( a .500 record!, so
l would have to say 4-6 is right
aro und our expectation level."
With the loss of almost30years
of collegiate experience from last
year's squad, the Blue Streaks a re
looking to find the rig ht chem istry for a successfu l year.
"Offensively, l think we need to
be more confident at the plate,"
junior Kari Casper said. "We have
the power and the ability. As long
as we develop confidence, I think
we'll be okay. And in the field , we
just need to get used to working
together."
One Blue Streak who has to be
feeling fairly confident after last
week issophomorejaimeSkaugen,
who batted .407 with a home run
and five runs baned in while startin g all lO games at shortstop.
Three of her RBI came in a con vincing ll-3vicmryover Dubuque
last Thursday
After starting 0-2, sophomore
pitchers Theresa Bodnar and Niki
Russell bounced back to fi njsh
wah identical 2-3 records. While::
the starting pitching is not as deep
as in recent years, We it brecht feels
she has a solid staff with Russell ,
Bodnar and freshman jackie
Prosen.
Weitbrecht saw two specific

areas needing improvement -- hitting and communication. She believes the batters have to be more
aggressive and in control of each
at-bat.
Also, establi shing benc h sigpitchouts will be helpful in the
weeks to come.
Having to prepare for the season dunng the winter months in
Northeast Ohio can be another
detriment to a team's performance.
"lt's always better to practice in
a game setting [outdoors! than to
practice indoors," Kasper said.
"Anything outdoors helps. lt
helped that the weather was nice
for a while because we were able to
be on the turf morethanlast yea(
According to Weitbrecht, defense and hard work are the keys
to success for the Blue Streaks.
"Tr uthf ully, l th ink we're going
to have to play defense extremely
well," Weitbrecht said. "We are a
team that is definitely going to
have to earn our runs. We're still
learning how to utilize our base
runnersand little things like that."
JCU will have an opportunity

With the recent snowfall, the softball team has been working out indoors more than they would
like. Practicing with a batting net are (1-r) Theresa Bodnar, Jen Wolke, Erika Oblak, and Niki Russell.
to continue its improvement on
March l9when it travels to Kenyon
for an afternoon doubleheader.
The Blue Streaks will then compete in the Indianapolis Classic
that weekend.

LUCK 0' THE IWSH
The International Studies Center presents
Northern Ireland Cultural immersion
Saturday, March 21, 1998.
'This program enables participants to understand Northem
Irish culture through history, literature, music, food & film.
An "All Irish" luncheon will be held
at Flannery's Pub Restaurant & Bar
at$ 10.00 per person.

Great fun & learning experience
for all who attend!
For reservations or questions call
the International Studies Center

3974320.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
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BECOME THE BUSINESS MANAGER
OF THE CARROLL NEWS
FOR THE 98-99 SCHOOL YEAR.
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Training will start immediately.
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Track trails pack at OAC Championships
Brian Murphy
award to, wh1ch means they did
Sports Ed1tor
goodatthemeet.lguessyoucould
For John arroll Un1versny just say we were overpowered at
head coaches D1ck Mann and this meet "
The Blue Streak men were hurt
Kathy Lanese, last weekend's Ohio
Athletic Conference Inby their inability to
door Track and Field
score in two of the four
Championships were all
events in wh1ch they
a matter of perspective.
were ranked. But JCU
From the standpoint
was able to make up
of team results, it was not
ground by scoring in
pretty. Mann's men's team
four events in which it
finished in seventh place,
was not ranked .
and Lanese's women's
junior Eric Balish
team eighth, out of eight
and freshman Mark
teams. Both coaches,
Bittenbender turned in
however, were extremely Matt Lemieux
sixth place finishes in
pleased wHh individual
the400-meterdashand
performances.
the triple jump, respectively. Se"Almosteverybodyon the team nior Matt Lemieux had an off-day
d1d an excellent job," Mann said. by his standards, finishing third
"Fourteen of the 15, l gave a star in the pole vault, which earned

jCU its only A11 -0AC performance.
The relay teams, as they have
throughout theseason,carried the
day for JCU. The 4 x 200 team of
junior Steve Spent hoff ,sophomore
Jeff Pray, fresh man Scott Herald
and Bal ish broketheschoolrecord
it set JUSt two weeks ago. Balish
and Spent hoff combined with junior Matt Tunnoandsophomorejon
Hoellein to break the sc hool 4 x
400 record that had stood since
l991.
"I told them they were going to
break it and they did," said Mann,
noting the 4 x 400 team shaved
seven seconds off its best time to
do so.
"The OAC is a tough league,
there'snogettingaround it ," Mann
satd. He added that the defending

Top opponents key to
success of women's tennis

-

Rona Proudfoot
"This was a chance to hit and
Staff Reporter
not worry about winning," Perry
john Carroll ·university Said. ··we had nothing tO lose [iA
women's tennis head coach Toby playinggood teams], because if you
Perry IS trying to build a dynasty, lose, you have nothing to be
and he has a simple philosophy ashamed of. We took nine girls,
on how to do JUSt that.
and they all did very well, and all
Finding tough competition, had a chance to play."
;~ccording to Perry, is the key to
The twin duo of juniors Karen
improvement
and Amy Rizzuto, ret urning OAC
· "Thegirlsmaycomplainabout champions in second and third
playing certain teams," Perry said, singles, respectively, led the jCU
'but we need to keep sharp, and aHack in the first two positions.
some of theOhioAthleticConfer"This was a good warm-up for
ence team s aren't so sharp."
the season," Karen Rizzuto said.
Perry solves thls..pi.OWcm. .by "It &ave us a chauc.e 1..0 fac.e some
lookingelsewhereforworthycom · strong teams."
petitors Looking elsewhere sent
Amy RizzuLO was undefeated
Perry and his JCU women to in singles matches for the week
Hai nesCit y, Fla. over spring break. but had to sit out of singles comWhile there, they competed at petition for one day due to
Florida Southern's golf and tennis tendinitis in her shoulder.
re rt and emerged with a 3-2
Sophomore Lisa Vielhaueralso
record ,
defeaung·
Alma, made a sigmficant contribution,
Wittenberg, and King's College, p1cking up singles winsforJCU in
but falling to two Division II ·the two and three positions.
schools, host Flonda Sout hem and · Although the Btu~ Streaks
t.CI ud.
swept the doubles events in three

of the fi ve matches, Perry acknowledged that the team still
needs improvement in that area.
'We need to work on improving doubles," said Perry. "Doubles
are th ree out of the nine points, so
they can decide which way a
match is going to go."
Al1 in all, however,Perryis very
optimistic about his team's potential. "We should do very well this
season. We had a chance last week
for some good practice and bonding, and we got to face some very
good competition. lt was very pro-

cWctivel
Perry cont inued, "Weare going
to be right up there in contention
for the conference championship.
We have a lot of depth, which
makes us a very strong team."
jCU travels to Gambier, Ohio,
on Saturday to face Division liJ
national champion Kenyon.
"They're the best in the nation,"
Karen Rizzuto said, 'so it's a good
opportunity for us to raise our level
of play."

So you still haven't

--

t you'r looking for? Maybe you
ha en't looke far enough. You haven't
checked o t The Carroll News.

We aiefilling staff positions
·for the 98-99 school year:
Business Manager
Section Editors

champ1on from 1997 returned 111 events not held indoors, such as
alll8 events this year.
the pvelm
On the women's side, Lanese
"We are not g01 ng to be last,"
remained upbeat , despite a last she said. "In fact, we could finish
place showmg. "Of course I was fifth and we should finish ftf th. I
disappointed .... But as I break don'twanttofi nish worse than we
down everything 1nd iv1dually, the did last year (fifth)."
kids had personal records, big perShe agreed with Mann's assesssonal records. o one performed ment of the conference. "lt is an
worse than they have in the past." incredibly difficult conference."
Sophomore Debbie Pagano led
Lemieux will be the only Blue
the way taking sixth place in the Streak competing at the NCAA
5,000-meter run and ninth in the Division Ill Championships this
1,500-meters. junior Kelly Baracz weekend at Brandeis University
was seventh in th e shot put, fresh- Making his third appearance at
man Allison Brown eight in the the indoor nationals, he is seeded
800-meters and junior Laura second behind the pole vaulter
Slazyk ninth in the high jump for from Oh io Northern, whose best
the Blue Streaks.
jump is only a quarter inch better
Lanese is looking forward to the than Lemieux's best.
spring outdoor seaso n when she
"I feel my best vault will win it,'
will get potential point-scorers in Lemieux said.

Men's tennis takes
losses in stride in
preparing for season
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor

The John Carroll University
men's tennis team went 1-2 in its
Spring Break trip to Hilton Head,
S.C. Head coach Greg Debeljak is
extreme] y pleased.
No, the eighth-year coach has
not lowered his standards for his
team. He in fact does expect a lot
from the defending Ohio Athletic
Conferen e champions.
But the po111t of th ese exh ibi tion matches is not to pile up wins.
The Blue Streaks have little problem doing that in the OAC.
"We always try to play the best
competition in these games,"
Debeljak said. "Our !conference]
isn't all that strong, so we like to
get good ma tc hes early in the sea-

son."
JCU's two losses were to Xavier,
8-1, and Washington University
(Mo.), 6-1. Xavier is a Division I
squad, and Washington is a top20 Division lllteam . The Streaks'
victory came over Lake Land (Ill.),
5-4, in their final match of the trip.
"The trip was good because the
competition wasexcellent,"senior
Mark Gentile sa id . "The team
played pretty well for our first time
together.
"We should win the conference ... we're looking pretty good,
and our No.I's playing reall ywelL"
JCU's No. I sing1es player is
sophomore Mike Kovacs ,the OAC
singleschampion last year. Kovacs
will probably be in Carroll's top
spot all season, and is clearly the

team's best player, according to
Debeljak
Behind Kovacs, the next three
spots are somewhat up in the air.
The trio of Gent ile,senior Pat Aile,
and junior Bryan Mohler will
probably fill those spots, but in no
pa rtie ular order.
"They've all had success, and
they've all beaten each other,"
Debeljaksaid. 'The three could be
interchanged."
'1f we have to rotate, 'rd have no
problem with t hat. Whatever
coach decides will work," Gentile
said .
JCU will also enjoy the return
of junior Ed Schmitt, who did not
make the tripSourh. Schmitt was
8-0 at the No.5 spot last season.
One area the Streaks will work
on keeping strong is the production of thelowerend starters. With
the topfoursinglesset,a nd the top
two doubles teams in place,
Debelpk will look to younger players to be able tow in points at those
positions.
"With a team needingfivewins
to take a match, the Nos. 5 and 6
singles and No. 3 doubles play a
very important role,"Debeljaksaid.
'Last year our kids theredidn'tlose,
but we're not so sure we have that
same luxury this year.
'We have to get our newer players more exper ience.'
JCU has an exhibition match
at Ohio Wes leyan this Wednesday,
and then will jump into conference play next Saturday at Capital
University.
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Editorial Opinion

EDITORIAL
Hey! Did you guys hear that
the President resigned?

No comment,
no help
In the days immediately following the resignation of]ohn Carroll University's president, Rev.john
J. Shea, SJ, the administration fully demonstrated
their tendencies toward secrecy and exclusivity.
Reporters from The Carroll News and other media made numerous attempts to speak to administrators about the rather shocking news that would
affect many in the community- yet none provided
a response. Instead, they each made a forceful "No
comment," and directed inquiries to the public a[fairs office.
Unfortunate! y, the public affairs office responses
were as vague and am biguousas the memorand urn
to th.e community from the Board of Trustees that
initially informed individn.tls of the news.
. Obviously, people cannot be forced to speak
against their will. However, if administrators truly
consider students and employees to be valuable
members of the community {and more importantly
in the case of students, paying customers), they
would &ommunicate with them honestly, directly
and o~nly about issues that are relevant to them.
With;any controversy, it can be intimidating or
unwise to rna ke hasty comments, but that does nor
mean that they are not necessary. High ranking
administrators (those protected by a big paycheck,
a nice office and probably tenure) should £ind it
nece$Satyto l)arec mroents..withrhecomm"nirv·
either directly or through the media. Their titles
.. enforce their opinion
The reality is that those administrators are too
wrapped up in their paychecks, offices and job security, as evidenced by the factthat they donor find
it necessary to communicate with the individuals
they lead in very serious matters.
· This lack of response to the community is a sign
that the highest level administrators are disconnected from their student body, faculty and staff.
The lac~ of any administrative response is especially disheartening to students. Unwillingness to
comment upon the issue shows both a lack of concern for students' opinions, and for their maturation as free thinking individuals.
By not offering any comment upon the situation,
especially in light of being accused of subverting
the established power system and essentially giving Fr.Shea a vote of no confidence, the administration is teaching that it is okay to participate or even
be the catalyst in a climatic event, then refuse to
speak about it.
Does their silence bespeak their guilt {through
association) in this modern day "Mutiny on the
Bounty?" Are the administrators hoping that the
situation will alleviate itself more quickly, or even
magically disappear if they refuse to admit knowledge of it? Or does their silence merely highlight
their lack of knowledge of the inner politics of the
university, that they too are just as "out-of-the-loop"
as the students they lead?
This is appalling since students are the only reason for the existence of john Carroll University.
They are the one's who foot the bill for the
administrator's "comfortable" paychecks. They are
the ~nes whom ust suffer when something disreputable occurs, and the community is left to form their
own conclusions.
In the paraphrased words of Patrick Henry, we
must hang together, or certainly we will all perish
sel?a ratel y.
~
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HI iS&
HIT: It's Friday!! miss: Yikes! It's Friday the 13th!!
miss: Tests to be taken or papers to be handed in on St.
Patrick's Day. HIT: Music in the cafeteria. miss: The
copy machines in the library -- at least half of them are
always broken. Hopefully HIT[ting] those shots: The JCU
men's basJ<etball team is in the "Sweet Sixteen." Good
Luck!! HIT: New Student Union officers. miss: Cold
showers in Sutowski.

Staff Commentary

Can't buy
me love

mE CARROU NEWS
Tom aKonowitz
Editor-in-Chief

Meagan Lynch
Managing Editor
Cherie Skoczen
Busin~$SMrlfrag~r

When Fr. Shea arrived atjCU he
was welcomed with a huge gala celebration,paid for by money raised by
the Board of Trustees, complete with
an estimated $40,000worth of flowers and a huge dinner at the Great
Lakes Science Center. Were you welcomed in such a way when you arrived atjCU1
And now, less than two years later,
Clare Taft
thesearchforanothergala-welcomed
News Editor
president shall begin.
When the search ends, wi II there be a free day included
again?
After the gala, Shea's agenda as president was to increase endowment for financial aid and to spread John
Carroll's reputation to the east coast, in hopes of increasing
the diversity of the student body. Apparently, the east
coast offers the most human resources to diversify the
standard midwestern school.
I'm wondering about the diversity. john Carroll is not a
diverse school, and that needs to change, but will bringing
in students from the eastcoastchange that7 John Carroll is
a Cleveland school, and there will always be a majority of
students from the greater Cleveland area at john Carroll,
diversity or no diversity. It is ridiculous tO think that john
Carroll should become some son of midwestern Harvard.
JCU has a long-standing relationship with the community,a nd most alumni come from and have remained in the
midwest.
Increasing endowment is a good thing. Maybe the
money raised for the inauguration of our next president
can be used for financial aid instead. If the Board of Trustees can raise money for a party, why can't they raise money
for the students? But, then again, without the gala, will we
lose thef ree day?
Maybe instead of throwing banquets or planting and
replanting flowers for grounds that "are the envy of every
visitor," we can have dorms that are the envy of every
college student.
While the Student Union had to pass a referendum to
increase the paltry budget for activmes,and everys!Udent
gets to look forward to another $50 added to their tuition
next year, our lame duck president resides in his own
home.
Why can'tjohn Carroll Universny spend money and
raise money for its students? Well, I'm off to take a really
cold shower now and muse about how nice H would be to
live in my own house, belong to a country club and have a
party thrown for me
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Track trails pack at OAC Championships
Brian Murphy
award to, which means they did
Sports Edrtor
good a[[he meer. Iguess you could
For John Carroll Un1verstty JUSt say we were overpowered at
head coaches Dick Mann and this meet"
Kathy Lanese, last weekend'sOhio
The Blue Streak men were hurt
by their inabilny to
Athlcuc Conference Indoor Track and Field
score in two of the four
ChampionshipS were all
events in whkh they
were ranked. But JCU
a ma1ter of perspective.
From the standpoint
was able to make up
of team results, it was not
ground by scoring in
pretty. Mann's men's team
four events in which it
fini shed in seventh place,
was not ranked.
and Lanese's women's
junior Enc Balish
team e1ghth, out of eight
and freshman Mark
teams. Both coaches,
Bittenbender turned in
however, were extremely Matt Lemieux
sixth place fmishes in
pleased with individual
the400-meterdashand
performances.
the triple jump, respectively. Se"Aimosteverybodyon the team morMatt Lemieux had an off -day
d1d an excellent job," Mann said. by his standards, finishing th ird
"Fourteen of the 15, I gave a sta r in the pole vault, which earned

JCU as on Iy A11-0AC performance.
The relay teams, as they have
throughouu heseason,camed the
day for JCU The 4 x 200 team of
JUnior Steve Spent hoff ,sophomore
Jeff Pray, freshman Scott Herald
and Balish broke theschoolrecord
1t set just two weeks ago. Ba lish
andSpenthoff combined with junior Matt Tunno and sophomore jon
Hoellein to break the school 4 x
400 record that had stood since
1991

"I told them they were going to
break it and they did," said Mann,
noting the 4 x 400 team shaved
seven seconds off its best time to
do so.
"The OAC is a tough league,
there's nogettingaround it," Mann
said. He added that the defending

Top opponents key to
success of women's tennis
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
John Carroll 'U niversity
women's tennis head coach Toby
Perry is trying to build a dynasty,
and he has a simple philosophy
on how to do just that
Fmding tough competition,
pCCording to Perry, is the key to
improvement.
· "The girls may complain about
playing certain teams," Perry said,
"but we need to keep sharp, and
some of the Ohio Athletic Conference teams aren't so sharp."
Perry solves th.is...pwWem.hy
looklngelsewhercforwor thy competitOrs Lookmg elsewhere se nt
Perry and his JCU women to
Hai nesCi Ly,Fla.over spring break.
Wh1le there, they competed at
Florida Southern's golf and tennis
rc on and emerged with a 3-2
record ,
defeating
Alma,
Wittenberg, and King's College,
but fallin§ to two Divisio n II
sc hools, ho~t Flonda Southern and
t loud.

"This was a chance to hit and
not worry about winning," Perry
said. ··we had nothing to lose lia
playinggood teams!, because if you
lose , you have nothing to be
ashamed of. We took nine girls,
and they all did very well, and all
had a chance to play."
The twin duo of juniors Karen
and Amy Rizzuto, returning OAC
cham pions in second and third
singles, respectively, led the JCU
attack in the first two positions.
"This was a good warm-up for
the season," Karen Rizzuto said.
"It v,ave us a chaDc.e to Iac.e some
str ng teams."
Amy Rizzuw was undefeated
in singles matches for the week
but had to sit out of smgles competit ion for one day due to
tendimus in her shoulde r.
Sophomore Lisa Vielhauer also
made a significant contribution,
p1cking up singles wins for JCU in
·the two and th ree positions.
Although the Blu~ Streaks
swept the doubles events in three

of the five matche s, Perry acknowledged that the team still
needs improvement in that area.
"We need to work on improving doubles," said Perry. "Doubles
are three out of the nine points, so
they can decide which way a
match is going to go."
All in all, however, Perry is very
optimistic about his team's potential. "We should do very well th is
season. Wehadachancelastweek
for some good practice and bonding, and we got to face some very
good com petition. It was veryproalli:.Uve,.."

Perryconunued, "Wea re going
to be right up there in conten tion
for the conference championship.
We have a lot of depth, which
makes us a very strong team."
jCU travels to Gambier, Ohio,
on Saturday to face Division lll
national champion Kenyon.
"They're the best in the nation,"
Karen Rizzuto said, 'so it's a good
opportunity for us to raise our level
of play."

So you still haven't
looking for? Maybe you
far enough. You haven't
checked o

t

The Carroll News.

We aie~
filling staff positions
·for the 98-99 school year:
Business Manager
Section Editors
Photographers

champiOn from 1997 returned m events not held indoors, suc h as
alll8 events this year.
the javelin
On the women's side, Lanese
"We are not gomg to be last,"
rema ined upbeat, despite a last she said. "In fact , we co uld finish
place showing. ·or course I was fifth and we shou ld finish fif th. I
disappointed .... But as l break don't want to finish worse than we
down everything individually, the dtd last year (fifth)."
kids had persona Ireco rds, big perShe agreed with Mann's assesssonal records. No one performed ment of the conference. "It is an
worse than they have in the past." incredibly difficult conference."
Sophomore Debbie Pagano led
Lemieux will be the only Blue
the way taking sixth place in the Streak competing at the NCAA
5,000-meter run and ninth in the Division Ill Championships this
1,500-meters. junior Kelly Baracz weekend at Brandeis University.
was seventh in the s hot put,f resh- Making his third appearance at
man Allison Brown eight in the the indoor nat lanais, he is seeded
800-meters and junior Laura second behind the pole vaulter
Slazyk ninth in the high jump for from Ohio Northern, whose best
the Blue Streaks.
jump is only a quarter inch better
Lanese is looking forward to the than Lemieux's best.
spring outdoor season when she
'l feel my best vault will win it,'
will get potential point-scorers in Lemieux sa id.

Men's tennis takes
losses in stride in
preparing for season
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor
The john Carroll University
men's ten nis team went l-2 in its
Spring Break trip to Hilton Head,
S.C. Head coach Greg Debeljak is
extremely pleased.
No, the eighth-year coach has
not lowered his standards for his
team. He in fact does expect a lot
from thedefendingOhioAthletic
Confer.en£e champions. ,
Bu t tl1e pornt of these exhibition matches isnotto pile up wins.
The Blue Streaks have little problem doing that in the OAC.
"We always try to play the best
competition in these games,"
Debeljak said. "Our [conference!
isn't all that strong, so we like to
get good matches early in theseason.n

JCU's two losses were to Xavier,
8-1, and Washington University
(Mo.), 6-1. Xavier is a Division I
squad, and Washington is a top20 Division lll team. The Streaks'
victorycameover Lake Land (Ill.),
5-4.in their final match of the trip.
"The trip was good because the
com petition was excellent," senior
Ma rk Gentile sa id. "The team
played pretty well for our first time
together.
"We should win the conference... we're looking pretty good,
and our No.1's playingreall y well ."
JCU's No. 1 singles player is
sophomore Mike Kovacs, the OAC
singleschampion last year. Kovacs
will probably be in Carroll's top
spot all season, and is clearly the

team's best player, according to
Debeljak
Behind Kovacs, the next three
spots are somewhat up in the air.
The trio of Gentile, senior Pat Alie,
and jun ior Bryan Mohler will
probably fill those spots, but in no
particular order.
"They've all had success, and
they've all beaten each other,"
Debeljaksaid. "The three could be
interchanged."
.
.
fwe havewro ate, dhaveno
problem with that. Whatever
coach decides will work," Gentile
said.
JCU will also enjoy the return
of junior Ed Schmitt, who did not
makethetripSouth. Schmittwas
8-0 at the No.5 spot last season.
One area the Streaks wilt work
on keeping strong IS the production of the lower end starters. With
the top four singles set,and the top
two doubles teams in place ,
Debelpk will look to younger players to be able tow in points at those
positions.
"With a team needing fi ve wins
to take a match, the Nos. 5 and 6
singles and No.3 doubles play a
very importa nt role,'Debeljak said.
'last year our kids theredidn't lose,
but we're not so sure we have that
same luxury this year
'We have to get our newer players more experience.'
JCU has an exhibition match
at Ohio Wesleyan this Wednesday,
and then will jump into conference pl ay nextSaturdayat Capital
University.
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EDITORIAL

Editorial Opinion

Hey! Did you guys hear that
the President resigned?

No comment,
no help
In the days immediately following the resignation of]oh n Carroll University's president,Rev.] ohn
J Shea, S]., the administration fully demonstrated
their tendencies toward secrecy and exclusivity.
Reporters from The Carroll News and other media made numerous attempts to speak to administrators about the rather shocking news that would
affect many in the community -yet none provided
a response. Instead, they each made a forceful "No
comment," and directed inquiries to the public affairs office.
Unfortunate! y, the public affairs office responses
were as vague and ambiguous as the memorand urn
to the community from the Board of Trustees that
initially informed individ tuls of the news.
. Obviously, people cannot be forced to speak
against their wilL However, if administrators truly
consider students and employees to be valuable
membclsof the community (and more important! y
in the case of students, paying customers), they
would A:ommunicate with them honestly; directly
and openly about issues that are relevant to them.
With•any controversy, it can be intimidating or
1
unwise to make hasty comments, but that does not
mean that they are not necessary. High ranking
administrators (those protected by a big paycheck,
a nice office and probably tenure) should find it
nece?sacytOSRar co~ents~~thrh~~nnnnnnnir u·
either directly or through the media. Their titles
, enforce their opinion
The reality is that those administrators are too
wrapped up in their paychecks, offices and job security, as evidenced by the fact that they do not find
it necessary to communicate with the individuals
they lead in very serious matters.
This lack of response to the community is a sign
that the highest level administrators are disconnected from their student body, faculty and staff.
The lac,k of any administrative response is especially disheartening to students. Unwillingness to
comment upon the issue shows both a lack of concern for students' opinions, and for their maturation as free thinking individuals.
By not offering any comment upon the situation,
especially in light of being accused of subverting
the established power system and essentially giving Fr. Shea a vote of no confidence, the administration is teaching that it is okay to participate or even
be the catalyst in a climatic event, then refuse to
speak about it.
Does their silence bespeak their guilt (through
association) in this modern day "Mutiny on the
Bounty?'' Are the administrators hoping that the
situation will alleviate itself more quickly, or even
magically disappear if they refuse to admit knowledge of it? Or does their silence merely highlight
their lack of knowledge of the inner politics of the
university, that theytooarejustas"out-of-the-loop"
as the students they lead?
This is appalling since students are the only reason for the existence of john Carroll University.
They are the one's who foot the bill for the
administrator's "comfortable" paychecks. They are
the~mes who mustsufferwhen something disreputable occurs, and the community is left to form their
own conclusions.
In the paraphrased words of Patrick Henry, we
must hang together, or certainly we will all perish
1
separately.

L-------~--------------------------------~
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HITS&
HIT: It's Friday!! miss: Yikes! It's Friday the 13th!!
miss: Tests to be taken or papers to be handed in on St.
Patrick's Day. HIT: Music in the cafeteria. miss: The
copy machines in the library -- at least half of them are
always broken. Hopefully HIT[ting] those shots: The JCU
men's basJ<etball team is in the "Sweet Sixteen." Good
Luck!! HIT: New Student Union officers. miss: Cold
showers in. Sutowski.

Staff Commentary

Can't buy
me love

TilE CARROU NEWS
Tom OI<onowitz
Editor-in -Chief

Cherie. Skocz.e.n

Busint'SS'Mrmttger
When Fr. Shea arrived atjCU he
was welcomed with a huge gala celebration, paid for by money raised by
the Board of Trustees, complete with
an estimated $40,000 worth of flowers and a huge dinner at the Great
Lakes Science Center. Were you welcomed in such a way when you arrived atJCU?
And now, less than two years later,
Clare Taft
the search for another gala -welcomed
News Editor
president sha ll begin.
When the search ends, will there be a free day included
again?
After the gala, Shea's agenda as president was to increase endowment for financial aid and to spread John
Carroll'sreputation to the east coast, in hopes of increasing
the diversity of the student body. Apparently, the east
coast offers the most human resources to diversify the
standard midwestern school.
I'm wondering about the diversity. John Carroll is not a
diverse school, and that needs to change, but wilt bringing
in students from the east coast change that? John Carroll is
a Cleveland school, and there will always be a majority of
students from the greater Cleveland area at john Carroll,
diversity or no diversity. It is ridiculous to think thatjohn
Carroll should become some sort of midwestern Harvard.
JCU has a long-standing relationship with the community,and mostalumnicomefromand have remained in the
midwest.
Increasing endowment is a good thing. Maybe the
money raised for the inauguration of our next president
can be used for financial aid instead. If the Board of Trusteescanraise money fora party, why can't they raise money
for the students? But, then again, without the gala, wilt we
lose the free day'
Maybe instead of throwing banquets or planting and
replanting flowers for grounds that "are the envy of every
visitor," we can have dorms that are the envy of every
college student.
While the Student Union had to pass a referendum to
increase the paltry budget for activities, and every student
gets to look forward to another $50 added to their tuition
next year, our lame duck president resides in his own
home.
Why can't john Carroll University spend money and
raise money for its students? Well, I'm off to take a really
cold shower now and muse about how nice 1t would be to
live in my own house, belong toacountrycluband have a
party thrown for me.
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Letters to the Editor
Freedom ofSpeech
I would like to add my own
HIT and MISS to the next issue of
The Carro ll News. HIT: the editona I on "Facingha te crimesatJCU."
It is great to see the student paper
step into the breach of campus
unresponsiveness. MISS: the letter by senior Tony Verdream defending hate speech By talking of
freedom without responsibility,
Mr. Verdream misses the entire
foundation for the Bill of Rights.
There ts no such thing as "free
speech." Speech always costs the
speaker and the listener. It costs
time, energy, and thoughtfulness.
Often speech is worth the cost,
because it also can create energy,
thought, relationships, change.
The First Amendment guarantee
of "freedom of speech" does not
protect speech which incites to
riot, subversion, or other kinds of
felonious acts (e.g., swastika symbols, racist graffiti, al)d flyers declaiming people that people with
AlDS "deserve to die"). Nor does
the First Amendment protect slanderous or libelous attacks.
Finally, the Fi rst Amendment
guarantees that thefed era ]government will not Interfere in the appropriate exercise of speec h. It
does not forbid the Universi ty
Provost's condemnation of hate
speech. This is a private school on
pnvate property, and the University ca n restrict speech on this
campus in whatever way it sees
fit H you wa nt to argue the pro-

pnet y of such a restriction, [me,
but recognize that your argument
is a moral argument, not a legal
one.
It 1s lud1crous to claim First
Amendment backing for permitting hate speech on the private
campus of a Catholic university.
Even worse, it is blasphemous.
Sheila E. McGinn , Ph.D
Associate Professor of Religious
Studies

Believe It or not, a number of
al umni do read the Carroll News.
The number of alumni is much
greater than the existing s!Udent
body, facu I ty,adm inistration, and
staff combined. Thus,in a broader
sense of "community and "diversity" we also should be heard. I
can assure you that the views expressed by me concerning the apparent "crowing"oveFcertain First
Amendment rights, are not mine
atone
YoUR FrRSr AMENDMENT RIGHT
You seem to have the point of
view thatJCU cannot censor you.
De jure and de facto that may
be true, but society may somehow
cens ure you.
And should it think your writing nm too bright, remind it of
"your First Amendment right."
You have many obligations
forsooth , in your self-styledsearch
for truth.
Many are affected by what you
wrile and say, but prudence and

w tsdom seem to have gone astray.
So, when we alumni do get uptight, remind us of "your First
Amendment right."
Make sure in finding your ltfe's
career, you hold that First Amendment dear.
Put copies of what you've had
10 say in your job-search resume.
And should that real world
then give you slight, remind it of
"your First Amendment right."
Many of us alums do pray each
night, for a world trapped in a
moral blight.
You might reconsider the
things you write, but you may indeed not see the light.
So should you too say prayers
each night. Remind Him of "your
First Amendment right."
So when we object to what you
write, consider this: "our First
Amendment right."
joseph M. McKeon
Class of 1954

Defending service
learning at Carroll
There is much to commend in
Justin Rogers' recent commentary,
"Learning at its best" CCN February26,1998). He iscorrectthat the
instructional approach called service-lear;,ning enhances student
learning.
Current research, as well as
research conducted by Dr. Nick
Santilli and myself, indicates that
s1udents who participate in service-learning demonstrate increased interest in local and nationa I affairs, receive higher grades
than students in control courses,
have increased self -esteem, and
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believe they have made a difference in the community to mention a few positive outcomes.
Unfortunately, while agreeing
very strongly with justin's conclusion that service-learning is a
valuable instructional componem, there are several errors in his
analysis. The most glaring error is
his statement: "we have no service
learning." For the past two years
near! y every First Year Seminar
sect ion had a servi ce learning
componen t as either an optional
or required part of the course.
There are faculty members
who incorporate service-learning
into some of their regular course
offerings such as Dr. Santilli's Adolescent
Psychology,
Dr.
Diffenderfer 's Introduction to
Community Service, Drs. Forbes
and Humphrey's management
courses, and Dr. Swindal's Ethics
course.
On the occasions when I teach,
I always include service-learning.
Drs. Morton, Kelly, Travis, and
Wertheim (to mention a few) included service-learning in their
First Year Seminar sections.
Second , as a Boston College
Alumnus, lam cenainly proud of
its twenty-five year old PULSE Program. True, john Carroll's efforts
to incorporate service-learning is
not like Boston College's PULSE
program; but, the PULSE Program
is only one way to integra le service and learning. Studems and
faculty alike would be well served
to give the PULSE Program a critical review before baptizing it as
the model for service-learning for
john Carroll.
While there will always be
something to complain abou t, in
the future it would be helpful to

find out the facts first before com plaining.
Service-Learning is alive and
well at John Carroll. If you have
any doubts, stop by on Friday,
April 3,1998 when the Center for
Community Service hosts Ohio
Campus Compact's Spring Faculty Service-Learning Symposium.
"We accom plish in our lifetime
only a tiny fraction of the magnificent enterprise thai is God's
work. Nothing we do is complete,
wh ich is another way of saying
that the kingdom always lies beyond us. We cannot doeveryth ing
and there is something liberating
in realizing that. We are workers,
not master builders, ministers, not
messiahs. Weare prophets of a future not our ow n_"
-Archbishop Oscar Romero
Mark C. Falbo, Ph.D.
Director forCommun(ty Service
John Carroll University
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Dear Been There & Done That,
In the fourth grade a guy
depantsed me (undies and ali)
right in the middle of class. {'ve
been dtsturbed ever since and I
wear my belts extremely tight for
fear that It might happen again
Lately thi s has been very uncomfortable when I sit down. What
should I do}
- Buckled Too Tight
Dear Buckled Too Tight,
(BT) I think it's safe to loosen you.r
belt now. Are you sure nothing
else is bothering you?
(DT) It happened over ten years
ago! Most people would be over it
by the time they hit puberty.
Dear Been There & Done That,
Every Friday night my boyfriend goes to the Flats with his
best guy friend , who happens to
be hunting for a girlfriend . My
boyfriend doesn't drink, and he
doesn't dance . My friends all
think that he's picking up girls
but I'm not sure. What do you
thmk1
-Bewildered With Boyfriend
Dear Bewildered.,
(BT) Tell him you'd love to accompany him on his next journey
to the Flats. If he ref uses, you
know somedringis up.
(DT) If you haven't figu.red it out
by now, you deserve what you
get.

Dear Sniffless,
(BT) Invest in air freshener,
candles, LysoL anything scented
youcangetyourhandson Hopefully either this will cover the
smell or get the message across
that you can't take anymore. Or
usetheKramerapproach,andsay
'You stink!'
(DT) Send joe Stinky to the lab so
the odor can be identified.
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said, She said

Superficial sacrifices?

Dear Been There & Done That,
I ha a roommate who emits
odor while he sleeps. It's so bad
that l can't breathe in my own
room. Although gas is a problem,
I'm s ure it's something more. My
friends have stopped coming over
becauseofit.l'mafraidthestench
will rub off on me and I will lose
all my fr iends.
-Sca red Sn iffless
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Dear Been There & Done That,
My boyfriend keeps a urinator,
or bed pan, beside his bed. Supposedly his roommate brought it
home f rom a Case Nursi ng School
party and they were used as center pieces. My boyfriend recently
admitted that up until last year,
he had a bladder control problem.
Should I believe that he is over
1his?
-Bitter About Bedpan

by Tom Franzinger

-

by Nicole Jusseaume

I am certain that fish are not
Ca tholic.
As long as I live, I will never be
convinced that fish are not meat
For some canonical reason long
forgotten, we can eat our little
friends from the sea but no t any
other am mal on Fridays I think
this is what we call the mystery
of faith.
This puzzling feature of Lent
is not the only fishy thing about
this season. l have lately become
confused in trying to understand
the whol e~sacrifice"conce pt . Fellow Catholics have informed me
that a sacrifice isdoingsomethi ng
difficult, and offering my trials
up to God in thanks.
So I hear tossed around in conversation what my peers are "sacrificing" for Lent: beer, chocolate,
gossiping, and all the other Top
40 vices of our day. However, it
escapes me as to why these are
defined as sacrifi ces.
It is no sacrifice to abstain from
chocolate. It is not health y for
you, so you are doing yourself a
favor by giving it up. How is that
a sacrifice? You ought not be eating it in the first place. How is it

a difficult thmg to do somethmg
that you should bedoinganyway?
In the true spirit of Lent, I have
decided to eat nothing but choco·
la te bars and soda pop for the entire season. This way, when the
effects of malnurnrionset m, 1will
be truly sacnficmg domg some·
thing difficult and offering my m·
a is up as thanks.
Really, though, sacrifice seems
to me a poor understanding of
what we should beaimingforwirh
Lent. Why must our religious beliefs be so negative? Do not do this
during Lent, do not do that. I am
sure you have heard it a million
times in a million homilies, that
we should do someth ing positive
for Lent; howabout"benice" ra ther
than "do not be mean." Bu t we still
think of Lent as a time of ascetic
absti nence rather than of benefaction. For Lent, choose to do
somethin g you ought to be doing
anyway, and then do it for the rest
of your life, not just forty days.
Th inkofLent as the time forChnstians to be making thet r New Year's
Resolutions. Me? I plan on being
kind to fis h on Fridays, and eating
a salad instead.

How many of you are easily
annoyed when the McDonald'
drive "through window ha slow
serv1 e? Or when 1he car m front
of you seems to be movmg at a
letharg1ca ll y slow speed 1
We live in the fast track,trymg
to keep up with the latest fashion ,
graduate m four year , and esca
late up the ladder of opportumty
A theory deprivmg ourselves of
what we want seems silly in such
a society.
Why should we deprive ourselves, when everything we could
possibly want is at our fingernp ,
and instant gratification IS readily
available?
Lent brings about a calli ng to
change this hurried, self-gratifying lifestyle. The ongma l mten
tion of Lent was not to give up
something bad, but to give up
something from our plet hora of
goods.
Fasting in between all meals
and abstaining from meat on Fridays was an obligalion of the
Catholic church.
One was supposed to eat two
very small meals and one normal
sized one- in other words- eati ng

to matntam health . You were supposed to feel slightly hungry, but
not starved.
The pomt is this: to d1scipline
yourself Fasung (a prayer of the
body) forces your bod)• to listen to
the htghcr needs of the soul and to
hunger for God
By givmg uplittleindulgences
such as chocolate, swearing, and
sex, you practice saymg "no" to
yourself Thts leads to the t rmauonof a stronger spirit, ratherthan
being a servant to your destres.
It's hard to make sense of such
a pracuce when we are so unused
to depnvation
America, one of the wealth test
countries in the world ,e n ourages
us to fulfill our wants and desires.
Weanng $!20 Doc Marren hoes,
eating seven dollar Marriot meals,
and gett mg a college degree so we
ca n make a lot of money, are not
foreign onccpts to us.
Lentmvite ustostoplivmgtn
the McDonald's world of "Having
il your way."
Self-d i iplme is more worthwhile than the ability to demand
and acqUtrc what we want, and
when we want 1t

An alternative spring break in Big Ugly
Commentary by Sarah Matsik

I

• road this past
week? Anyone get to see a recon ·
structed mountain? While some
of you were soak ing up the sun
rays at various sandy spots
around the south, I, along with l3
others from the john Carroll community, traveled to spend the
week in the Appalac hian moun·
ta ins. The people of Big Ug ly
Creek, WV, welcomed us with
open arms. (Believe it or not, the
creek is not very big, and far from
ugly!) We bound together in order to help the communi ty turn
an abandoned elementary school
into a co mmunity center. We
faced various obstacles, challenges,and fo und the importance
of working together to accomplish a goaL
My faith was challenged as I
gripped the seat of our 12 passenger van as we crawled along a circus high wire road through the

there are a lack of guardrails? We
JOUrneyed on and on until the
mountain side beca me barren. offe ring no more trees or beauty, but
mstead the harsh real tty of smp
mining. The mountain tops were
leveled and the trees uprooted,
leaving a naked mountain side all
forthesakeof coal mining. Sadly,
the people are being stripped of
their beaut iful land, and of their
jobs.
One of our projects during the
week was to build a cinder block
wall that will be the base of a
greenhouse. 1, being far from a
mason, was a little nervous as I
took cement and spade in hand. It
was freezing cold as we began to
pile on one brick after another,
being careful to align each brick
precisely nexttothe other. Before
we knew it, the weather became
inconsequential, and we were
standing before one side of a three
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Sowhilesomeof you were busy
for the day and went home to allowour medjoints to relax, know- jam min' in different dance clubs,
ing that we had begun to build a we created our wn dances as we
place for the people to come and swayed arm 111 arm around a
campfire. We harmomzed to tunes
regain a sense of pnde.
The following day I did not of "Country Roads," "American
work at the cemer, but came back Pie," and "Piano Man." We were
later in the afternoo n to find the blanketed by the shinmg moon
remaining two walls completed! above and a gorgeous clear sky
Oh, what a joy it was to see the full of dazzling stars. It was there,
bricks beautifully placed on top in the "holler· of the mountam
of one another. So what if the that we spoke of God,lhe imporalignment was a little cockeyed? tance of reaching out to others,
(A fact that we later joked about, and especially striving for goals.
claiming that the Harvard volun- The commumty of Big Ugly has
teers would of had It mathemati- given me more than I have offered
cally perfect and precise!) My tothem . l comebackfromaweek
teamma tes had come together and of physical, emotiona l, and spiriworked hard all day to complete a tual challenges. I turn now to the
job that we had previously started. John Carroll commu nit y with
What an awesome feeling it was hope and reassurance that we can
to see the greenhouse one step helptobuildacommunityaslong
closer to being completed, espe- as we act upon our callings to sercially with the "jCU 1998" en- vice. So, I ask, "Who:Scallingyou?"
graved cornerstone proudly pro- Me? Oh, I'm with Big Ugly.

Dear Bitter,
(BT)loncedatedaguywhohada
plastic cover over his mattress_ I
struggled with the same questions, and came to the conclusion
that it is all a matter of acceptance. If you find out he was untruthful with you on this matter,
it is grounds for breakup.
(DT) Hey, that's not a bad idea. It's
every guy's dream to not have to
get out of bed and walk all the
way down to the bathroom.

..

Positions are part-time in the spring and fall
and full-time in the summer.
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Letters to the Editor
Freedom ofSpeech
I would like to add my own
HIT and MISS to the next 1ssue of
The Carroll News. HIT the editona I on ' Facing hate crimes a tjCU."
It is great to see the stud em paper
step into the breach of campus
unresponsiveness. MISS: the letter by senior Tony Yerdream defending hate speech. Bytalkingof
freedom without responsibility,
Mr. Verdream mtsses the entire
foundation for the Bill of Rights.
There is no such thing as "free
speech." Speech always costs the
speaker and the listener. lt costs
time, energy, and thoughtfulness
Often speech is worth the cost,
because 1t also can create energy,
thought, relationships, change.
The First Amendment guarantee
of "freedom of speech" does not
protect speech which incites to
riot, subversion, or other kinds of
felonious acts (e.g., swastika symbois, racist graf~iti, al}d flyers declaiming people that people with
AIDS "deserve to die") Nor does
the FtrstAmendment protect slanderous or libelous attacks.
Finally, the First Amendment
guarantees that the federa [government will not interfere in the appropriate exercise of speech. It
does not forb1d the University
Provost's condemnation of hate
speech. This IS a private school on
private property, and the Universtty can restrict speech on this
campus in whatever way it sees
fu . If you want to argue the pro-

priety of such a restriction, fine,
but recognize that your argument
is a moral argument, not a legal
one
It IS ludicrous to claim Ftrst
Amendment backing for permitting hate speech on the private
campus of a Catholic university.
Even worse, it IS blasphemous.
Sheila E. McGmn , Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Religious
Studies

Believe it or not, a number of
alumm do read the Carroll News.
The number of alumni is much
greater than the existing student
body, faculty, adrni nistration, and
staff corn bi ned. Thus, in a broader
sense of "community and "diversity" we also should be heard. l
can assure you that the views expressed by me concerning the apparent "crowing" over certain First
Amendment rights, are not mine
alone.
YOUR FIRST A MENDMENT RIGHT

You seem to have the point of
view thatjCU ca n not censor you.
De jure and de facto that may
be true, but society may somehow
censure you
And should it think your writing not too bright, remind it of
"your First Amendment right."
You have many obligations
forsooth, in your self -styled search
for truth.
Many are affected by what you
write and say, b ut prudence and
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wisdom seem to have gone astray.
So, when we alumni do get uptight, remind us of "your First
Amendment right"
Make sure in finding your life's
career, you hold that First Amendment dear.
Put copies of what you've had
ro say tn your job-search resume
And should that real world
then give you slight, remind it of
"your First Amendment right"
Many of usalurnsdo pray each
night, for a world trapped in a
mora I blight
You might reconsider the
things you write, but you may indeed not see the light.
So should you too say prayers
each night. Remind Him of "your
First Amendment right"
So when we object to what you
w rite, consider t his: "our First
Ame ndment right."
joseph M. McKeon
Class of 1954

Defending service
learning at Carroll
There is m uch to commend in
Justi n Rogers' recent commentary,
"Learning at its best" (CN February26, 1998). He is correct thatthe
ins tr uc tiona] approach ca lled service-lea~i n g enhances student
learning.
Current researc h, as well as
research conducted by Dr. Nick
Santilli and myself, indicates that
students who participate in service-learning demonstrate increased interest in local and national affairs, receive higher grades
than students in control courses,
have increased self -esteem, and

believe they have made a difference in the community to mennon a few positive outcomes.
Unfortunately, while agreeing
very strongly with justm's conclusion that service-learning is a
valuable instructional component, thereareseveralerrorsin his
analysis. The most glaring error is
his statement "we have no service
learning" For the past two years
nearly every First Year Seminar
section had a service learnmg
component as either an optional
or required pan of the course.
There a re faculty members
who i ncor pora te service-learning
into some of their regular course
offerings such as Dr. Santilli'sAdolescent
Psychology.
Dr.
Diffenderfer's Introduction to
Community Service, Drs. Forbes
and Humphrey's management
courses, and Dr. Swindal's Ethics
course.
On the occasions when I teac h,
l always include service-learning.
Drs. Morton, Kelly, Travis, a nd
Wertheim (ro mention a few) included service-learni ng in their
First Year Seminar sections.
Second , as a Bosto n College
Alumnus, lam certainly p roud of
its twenty-five year old PULSE Program. True, j ohn Carroll's efforts
to incorpora te service-learn ing is
not like Boston College's PULSE
program; but, the PULSE Program
is only one way to integra te service a nd learning. Students and
faculty alike would be well served
to give the PULSE Program a critica l review before baptizing it as
the model fo r service-learning fo r
joh n CarrolL
W h ile the re w ill always be
something to compla in about, in
th e fut ure it would be helpful to

ftnd out the facts first before complaining.
Service-Learning is alive and
well at john Carroll. If you have
any doubts, stop by on Friday,
Apnl3, 1998 when the Center for
Commumty Service hosts Ohio
Campus Compact's Spring Faculty Service-Learning Symposium .
"We accomplish in our lifetime
only a tiny fraction of the magnificent enterprise that is God's
work Nothing we do is complete,
which is another way of saying
that the kingdom always lies beyond us. We ca nnot do everything
and there is something liberating
in realizing that. We are workers,
not master builders, ministe rs, not
messiahs. We are prophets of a future not our own."
-Archbishop Oscar Romero
Mark C. Fa lbo, Ph.D.
Di rector fo r Community Serv ice
john Carroll Un iversi ty
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Dear Been There & Done That,
In the fourth grade a guy
depantsed me Cund1es and all)
right in the middle of class. fve
been disturbed ever since and l
wear my belts ex tremely tight for
fear that tt might happen agam
Lately this has been very uncomfortable when I sir down. What
should I do~
- Buckled Too Tight
Dear Buckled Too Tight,
(BT) 1thinkit'ssafetoloosen your
belt now . Are you sure nothing
else is bothering you?
(DT) It happened over ten years
ago! Most people would be over it
by the time they h it puberty.
Dear Been There & Done That,
Every Friday night my boyfriend goes to the Flats with his
best guy fr iend, who happens to
be h unting for a girlfriend. My
boyfriend doesn't drink , and he
doesn't dance. My fr iends all
think that he's picking up girls
but l'rn not sure. What do you
think'
-Bewildered Wi th Boyfriend
Dear Bewildered,
(BT) Tell him you'd love to accompany him on his nextjourney
to the Flats. If h e refuses, you
know some~hing-is up.
(DT) If you haven't figured it out
by now , you deserve what you
get

Dear Sniffless,
(BT) Invest i n a ir f reshene r,
candles, Lysol, anything scented
you can get your hands on Hopefully either this will cover the
smell or get the message across
that you can't take anymore. Or
use the Kramerapproach,and say
'Youstinkr
(DT) Send joe Stinky to the lab so
the odor can be identified.
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said, She said

Superficial sacrifices?

Dear Been There & Done That,
ha a roommate who emits
odor while he sleeps. lt's so bad
that I can't breathe in my own
room. AIthough gas is a problem,
J'm sure it's something more. My
friends have stopped coming over
because of it. I'm afraid the stench
will rub off on me and I will lose
all my friends.
-Scared Sniffless

EVER!!
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Dear Been There & Done That,
My boyfriend keeps a urinato r,
or bed pan, beside his bed. Supposedl y his roommate brought it
ho me from a Case Nursi ng Sc hool
party and they were used as center pieces. My boyfriend recen tl y
admitted that up until last yea r,
he had a bladder control problem.
Should l believe that he is over
this?
-Bitter About Bed pan

b~

Tom F ranzlnge r

-

by Nicole Jusseaume

I am certain that fish are not
Catholic.
As long as !live, l will never be
convinced that fish are not mea t.
For some canonical reason long
forgotten , we can ear our lmle
friends from the sea but not any
other am mal on Fridays. l think
this is what we call the mystery
of faith .
This puzzling feature of Lent
is not the only fishy thing about
this season. I have lately become
confused in trying to understand
thewhole"sacrifice"concept. Fellow Catholics have informed me
that a sacrifice isdoingsomething
difficult, and offering my trials
up to God in thanks.
Sol hear tossed around in conversation what my peersare"sacrificing" for Lent: beer, chocolate,
gossiping, a nd all the other Top
40 vices of our day. However, it
escapes me as to why these are
defined as sacrifices.
It is nosacrificetoabstainfrom
chocolate. It is not healthy for
you, so you are doing yourself a
favo r by giving it up. How is that
a sacrifice? You ought not be eating it in the first place. How is it

a d1fficult thing to do something
that you should bedomganyway?
In the true spirit of Lent, l have
decided w eat nothing but chocolate bars and soda pop for the en tire season. This way, when the
effects of malnumtionset in, l will
be truly sacnftcing: doing somethingdifficultand offering my trials up as thanks.
Really, though, sacrifice seems
to me a poor understandmg of
what we should beaimingforwith
Lent. Why must our religious beliefsbesonegative~ Donotdothts
during Lent, do not do that. lam
sure you have heard it a million
times in a rnlllion homilies, that
we should do something positive
for Lent; how about 'ben ice" rather
than"donotbemean." Butwestill
think of Lent as a time of ascetic
abstinence rather than of benefaction. For Lent, choose to do
someth ing you ought to be doing
anyway, and then do it fort he rest
of your life, not just forty days.
Think of Lent as the timeforChristia ns to be making their New Year's
Resolutions. Me? l plan on being
kind to fish on Fridays, and eating
a salad instead.

How man~ of you are ea ily
annoyed when the McDonald's
drive 'through wmdow has slow
service? Or when the car m from
of you seem to be movmg at a
lethargtcall y slow peed'
We live m thefa ttrack, trymg
to keep up with the latest fash10n ,
graduate in four year , and e alate up the ladder of opporrumty.
A theory deprivmg ourselves of
what we want seems illy in such
a society.
Why should we depnve our·
selves, when everything we ould
possibly want i at our fingenip ,
and instantgratificati n is readily
available?
Lent brings about a calling to
change this hurried, self-gratifying lifestyle. The original mtention of Lent was not to give up
something bad, but to give up
something from our plethora of
goods.
Fasting in between all meals
and abstaining from meat on Fridays was an ob!tgatton of the
Catholic church.
One was supposed to eat two
very small meals and one normal
sized one- in other words - eating

to matntain health. You were supposed to feel slightly hungry. but
not starved
The pomtts thts. to d tsciphne
yourself rastmg (a prayer of the
body) force your bod>' ro listen to
the htgher need~of the soul and to
hunger for God.
By g1v1ng up little indulgences
such as chocolate, swearing, and
sex:, you practtce saymg "no" to
yourself . This leads to the formation of astrongersptrtt,ratherthan
being a servant to your destres.
It's hard to ma kc sense of such
a practtce when we arc so unused
to depnvauon
America, one of the wealthiest
countrie tntheworld,cn ourages
us w fulfill our wants and d ires.
Wearmg $120 Doc Marren shoes,
eating ven dollar Mar riot meals,
and getttng a college degree so we
can make a lot of money, are not
fore1gn concepts to us.
Lent invites us to top hving m
the McD nald's v.rorld of "Havmg
It your way"
Self -discipline is more worthwhile than the abtlity to demand
and acquue what we want, and
when we want H .

An alternative
spring
break
in
Big
Ugly
by
Commentary

1l wm
on a "switchback" road thts past
week? Anyone get to see a reconstructed mountain~ While some
of you were soaking up the sun
rays at various sandy spots
around the south , I, along with l3
others from thejohn Carrollcomrnunity, traveled to spend the
week in the Appalachian mountains. The people of Big Ugly
Creek, WY, welcomed us with
open arms. (Believe it or not, the
creek is not very big, and far from
ugly!) We bound together in order to help the community turn
an abandoned elementary school
into a community center. We
faced various obstacles, c hallenges,and found the im portance
of worki ng together to accomplish a goa l.
My fai th was challenged as l
gripped the seat of our !2 passenger van as we crawled along a circus high w ire road through the

Sarah Matsik

l

there a re a lack of guard rails? We
jou rneyed on and on unul the
mountain side became barren, offering no more trees or beauty, but
instead the harsh reality of smp
mining. The mountain tops were
leveled and the trees uprooted,
leaving a naked mountain side all
for the sake of coal mining. Sadly,
the people are being stripped of
their beautiful land, and of their
jobs.
One of our projects d urmg the
week was to build a cinder block
wall that will be the base of a
greenhouse. J, being far from a
mason, was a litt le nervous as I
took cement and spade in hand . It
was freezi ng cold as we began to
pile on one brick after another,
being ca reful to align each brick
precisely next to the other. Before
we k new it, the weather became
incon seq ue ntial, and we we re
standing before one side of a three

for the day a nd wem home to allow our med j<ltnls to relax, knowing that we had begun lO bui ld a
place for the people to come and
regain a sense of pnde
The following day I did not
work at the center, but came back
later in the afternoon to find the
remaining two walls completed'
Oh, what a joy it was to see the
bncks beautifully placed on top
of one another. So what if the
alignment was a httle cockeyed?
(A fact that we later joked about,
claiming that the Harvard volunteers would of had it mathematically perfect and precise!) My
teammates had come toge ther and
worked hard all day to comple te a
job that we had previouslystarted.
W hat an awesome feeling it was
to see the greenhouse one step
closer to being completed, especially with t he "jCU 1998" engraved cornerstone proud! y pro-
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Sowhilesomeofyouwercbusy
jam min' in d ifferent dance clubs,
we created our own dances as we
swayed arm m arm around a
campfire. Weharmontzedtotunes
of "Country Roads," "American
Pie," and "Piano Man." We were
blanketed by the shining moon
above and a gorgeous clear sky
full of dazzling stars. It was there,
in the "holler" of the mountain
that we spoke of God, the irnporta nee of reaching out to others,
and especially smving for goals.
The communi ty of Big Ugly has
given me more than 1have offered
tothem lcomebackfrornaweek
of ph ysical, emotional, and spiritual challenges. l turn now to the
John Car roll community with
hope and reassurance that we can
helptobui ldacommunityaslong
as we act upon our callings to service. So, I ask, "Who'scalling you?"
Me? Oh, I'm wtth Big Ugly

N~~.CQ&T
HARBOR

Now Hiring
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BUY RECYCLED ..
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dock staff for the April-October season
Dear Bitter,
(BT) I once dated aguywho had a
plastic cover over his mattress.. I
struggled with the same questions, and came to the conclusion
that it is all a matter of acceptance. If you find out he was unuuthf ul with you on this matter,
it is grounds for breakup.
(DT) Hey, that's nota bad idea It's
every guy's dream to not have to
get out of bed and walk all the
way down to the bathroom.

-

Positions are part-time in the spring and fall
and full-time in the summer.
Boating experience is preferred.

Call216-851-2500.
Application deadline is March 31.

AND SAVE:

CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP WANTED
100 instructors I counselors
needed. Coed sleepaway
camp. Pocono Mountains,
Pennsylvania. Good salary I
tips! Call 908-689-3339
(www.campcayuga.com).
The Office of Admissions is
looking to fill the intern
position of Campus Visit
Coordinator. Stop in for an
application and more detai Is.
Applications are due by
March 13, 1998.
FreeT-shirt+$1,000. Credit
card
fundraisers
for
fraternities, sororities &
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/VISA
application. Calll-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE TSHIRT.

Earn $750 - $1,500/week.
Raise all the money your
student group needs by
sponsoring
a
VISA
fundraiser on your campus.
No investment & very little
time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call
for information today? Call
1-800-323-8454 ext. 95.
Summer and full-time
positions· at be·autifu~
lakefront yachting club.
Seeks friendly team players.
Will
train
qualified
candidates as: servers,
bussers, host I hostesses,
bartenders, dock attendants I
ground keepers, lifeguards,
receptionists I computer, line
chefs. Incentive programs I
flexible hours I excellent pay.
Interview now for best
pos1t10ns
Wednesday
through Sunday. 200 Yacht
Club Drive, Rocky River, OH
44116. Call 216-333-1155
and ask for Kathy or Mark.

Houlihans Beachwood is
now hiring servers, host SIT IERS NEEDED
persons, server assistants and
utilit
r: ns. B th full· n
a .i
part tim e positions are children, ages 8, 7 and 3.
available. For great pay and Walking distance fromJCU.
a great atmosphere, apply Interested in steady jobs, call
now at 2403 Chagrin Joanne LaPaca at 371-4824.
Boulevard, between 2pm and
4pm.
Babysitter needed. 16 hours
per week, Monday through
Highly literate, organized Friday for two-year-old girl
person needed to assist in upper University Heights
University Heights author residence.
$5.001hour,
with mountains of filing in flexible hours. Must have
home office. Prefer English child care experience.
or Religion major. Office is Position will last from April
two blocks from JCU. toSeptember. Call691-2443.
Needed 3-10 hours a week;
flexible scheduling okay. Summer babysitter wanted
Please call 381-3284 before for 3 y~ar oid twin boys. Must
3/26.
be dependable, experienced
and love kids. Hours needed
Need a part-time job? 12-20 are all Saturdays and Sundays
hours per week offered. from the end of May through
Some
heavy
lifting. Mid-August.
Live-in
Merchandising Oriental available, excellent wages,
carpets in a professional non-smoking,
own
environment. Call Andrew transportation preferred.
at 360-0140 at Classic Must have current references.
Oriental Rugs.
Call Marla at 831-8320.

-

Resident and day positions Great place for special
available. June 8 - Aug. 1. female. Furnished coach
Hiram House Camp - 216- house,canwalktoJCU. Free
831-5045 (Chagrin Falls).
room and board for minimal

care of petite teen daughter
in wheelchair. Special
relationship last 4 JCU girls.
Call 921-1818.

FOR RENT
Cedar-Miramar one and two
bedroom. Ceilingfans,minibl inds, a/c, heat, fully
carpeted, laundry facilities.
Garage. Must see. 464-3300
or 691-1342.
Coventry 1-2 bedroom.
Ceiling fans, carpet/
hardwood floors, appliances,
laundry facilities. Heat
included. Must see. 4643300.
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent. Building
located 2 miles north of JCU
at1414South Belvoir. $480$650 per month. Includes:
appliances, carpet, blinds,
water, garage. Can be
partially furnished. No pets,
no smoking. Seniors, grads,
faculty only. Call291-8458.

Business: (216) 397-4398
Fax/Data: {216~397-1729
General Info: (2 6) 397-1711

Mal to liS at:
The Carroll News
20700North Put Boulevanl
University Heighls, OH 44118

E-mail to 1bt CN a&:
~-"""'-"-'·
~-~

38 False

ring king
8 Mince
12 K.ilehen

41 Olum
42 Fuel
45 Pop

boss

13 Take top
honors
14 Fraiernal
fielder
15 He can
be pretty
offensive
17 Hamlet
18 Ram's
ma'am
19 Falsification
20 Perfume
21 Box score
Slat

22 Specdome«er abbr.
23 Eat

26~~

of the first
u.s. kindergarten

30So be it
31 -ear
32 Met melody
33 Some folks
often go
around in
tbem
35 Rascally
sort
36Wbammy
37 Stir-fry

screen

need

name

46 Bound boolc
48Some

homes are
buill on it
49 Tackle's
teammale

50 Frost
51 Shipbuild·
ingwood
52 Certainly

53 From
DO~ one

1 Rue lhe
run

2 "Rich
Man.
Poor Man"
author

3 Far, in
combinations
4Gone
away

5 Expect
6 Grown-up
nits
7 Squid
squirt
8 Auto style
9 Lotion
add-in
10 Scattered
II Quest
16 Radar-

image
20 Resort
21 Quasimodo, e.g.
22 Chaps
23 Fond
du-.
Wise.
24 ~-Bluer'
25 Each
26 Gteek
consonants
27 Manmouse link
28 Faint
29 Kennel cry
31 Cowboy's
nickname
34 Wahine's
gift
35 Auctioneer's call
37 Hospital
sections
38 Staffer.

abbr.
39 Easy
canter
40 Light bulb,
in comics
41 Sheet of
glass
42 Result of
. ?

43~1e

44 Distort

46 "Yoo-hoo!"

47 Lingerie
purchase

Excellent condition. '93
Chevy Cavalier. 69,000
miles.
216-529-2501.
Asking $3,000.

PERSONALS
Murphy Hall- 1 West knows
"It's
all
about
the
Benjamins!" as "C" League
Intramural Champs.
Monsieur Dovi - try to steer
clear of the friend! y
Charleston cops! -Melli.

If 100 wa:11 !be beslln
Day Servers
benefils. afalllastlc
Kitchen Stall
~lllllne ealiroomenL
Hosts. Hostesses and
aoo&:~JtWI~
Host Coordinators
lle!!blli~·.)OO~
'ith us.

Alllt1 ill ~rson at A~·s in

The Greens of Lyndhurst
F4JII~Ein~.

For AD Rates aad lll10l111Jl1Joa

ACilOSS
I Regarding
5 Erstwhile

Seized cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps,4WD's, your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000Ext.A15365 for current listings.

11~ look kltwanlto- ~ltil joo!

OassifJ<d ads CXl5l $3.00 for the first ten woltls and $.20 for each additional wo!Q. To Ilia<:<;: a
classified ad, it mUSI be typed or handwritu:n clearly and legibly and sent to ordroppe<! off atttoC
Carroll News offiCe with paynltnL Oassifled ads will no1 run witl10111 pre-payment Oassil'lCds
will !101 ~ lllken over the pf\one. The deadline for classified ads is noon or the Monday prior 10
pub! ocauon.

The Carroll News, March 13, 1998

J .H. This is your school spirit
reminder- be a gold and blue
streak!

The Three Musketeers Rule!!
Here's to Sunday Night
WWF! - N (a.k.a.1)

Meg-a-leg can we PLEASE
rearrange our room ASAP?

I love you Normie Pie
-Dracula

